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Abstract. We describe Global Atmosphere 6.0 and Global
Land 6.0 (GA6.0/GL6.0): the latest science configurations of
the Met Office Unified Model and JULES (Joint UK Land
Environment Simulator) land surface model developed for
use across all timescales. Global Atmosphere 6.0 includes the
ENDGame (Even Newer Dynamics for General atmospheric
modelling of the environment) dynamical core, which signif-
icantly increases mid-latitude variability improving a known
model bias. Alongside developments of the model’s physical
parametrisations, ENDGame also increases variability in the
tropics, which leads to an improved representation of tropi-
cal cyclones and other tropical phenomena. Further develop-
ments of the atmospheric and land surface parametrisations
improve other aspects of model performance, including the
forecasting of surface weather phenomena.
We also describe GA6.1/GL6.1, which includes a small
number of long-standing differences from our main trunk
configurations that we continue to require for operational
global weather prediction.
Since July 2014, GA6.1/GL6.1 has been used by the
Met Office for operational global numerical weather predic-
tion, whilst GA6.0/GL6.0 was implemented in its remaining
global prediction systems over the following year.
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1 Introduction
At the heart of all numerical models of the atmosphere is
the dynamical core, which is responsible for solving the at-
mosphere’s equations of motion. The dynamical core used
by all operational configurations of the Met Office Uni-
fied Model™ (UM) prior to July 2014 was called “New
Dynamics” (Davies et al., 2005). New Dynamics was in-
troduced in 2002 and made the UM the first operational
model to solve a virtually unapproximated equation set –
the deep-atmosphere, non-hydrostatic equations – which was
achieved using a semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian approach on
a regular longitude–latitude grid. This allowed us to pur-
sue our seamless modelling strategy and use the same dy-
namical core for global weather and climate predictions as
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for very high-resolution (≤ 1.5 km grid-spacing) convection-
permitting simulations. To solve these equations in both a
stable and timely manner, however, required the application
of both explicit diffusion and polar filtering and to weight the
semi-implicit time stepping close to being fully implicit; this
in turn numerically damped the model solution and smoothed
synoptic-scale features. Furthermore, the details of how New
Dynamics was applied combined with the precise layout of
variables on the global grid meant that the scalability of New
Dynamics was limited to the number of computer proces-
sors typically used in operational numerical weather pre-
diction (NWP) today. It has been shown not to scale over
the increased number of processors that will be required in
the next 5–10 years. For this reason, following the imple-
mentation of New Dynamics, the Met Office initiated the
development of “ENDGame” (Even Newer Dynamics for
General atmospheric modelling of the environment; Wood
et al., 2014). ENDGame is an evolution of New Dynamics
designed to maintain its benefits whilst improving its accu-
racy, stability and scalability. The development of ENDGame
took over 10 years and its inclusion in the Global Atmo-
sphere 6.0 (GA6.0) configuration described herein took a fur-
ther 2 years. The first configuration to include ENDGame
was GA5.0, which combined the replacement of the dynam-
ical core with a number of developments and improvements
to the model’s parametrisations. GA5.0 was frozen and as-
sessed in 2013 but was not released for wider use. Over
the following 8 months, we included a number of bug fixes,
improvements and additional parametrisation developments
and froze GA6.0 in October 2013. At the same time we froze
a science configuration of the JULES (Joint UK Land Envi-
ronment Simulator; Best et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2011) land
surface model designed for use with GA6.0: Global Land
(GL6.0).
In Sect. 2 of this paper we describe GA6.0 and GL6.0,
whilst in Sect. 3 we document how these differ from the last
documented configurations: GA4.0 and GL4.01,2. The de-
velopment of these changes is documented using “trac” is-
sue tracking software; therefore, for consistency with that
documentation, we list the trac ticket numbers along with
these descriptions. For completeness, in Appendix A we also
briefly outline which of these changes were included as part
of GA5.0/GL5.0. In Sect. 4 we describe GA6.1 and GL6.1,
which is based on the GA6.0/GL6.0 “trunk” configurations,
but include a small number of long-standing changes still
required for operational global NWP. In addition to outlin-
ing the motivation for these changes, we discuss our plans
1Where the configurations remain unchanged from GA4.0 and
GL4.0 and its predecessors, Sect. 2 contains material which is unal-
tered from the documentation papers for those releases (i.e. Walters
et al., 2011, 2014).
2In addition to the material herein, the Supplement to this paper
includes a short list of model settings outside the GA/GL definition
that are dependent on either model resolution or system application.
for removing their necessity in future releases. In July 2014,
the Met Office implemented GA6.1/GL6.1 in its operational
global NWP suite alongside an increase of the determinis-
tic global model’s horizontal resolution from N512 (approx-
imately 25 km in the mid-latitudes) to N768 (approximately
17 km) and an extension of the run length of the global en-
semble from 3 to 7 days. In 2015, GA6.0/GL6.0 was imple-
mented in the GloSea5 seasonal prediction system as part of
the Global Coupled 2.0 configuration (GC2.0; documented
in Williams et al., 2015) and has been used by the Met Office
Hadley Centre for a series of climate change experiments as
part of the HadGEM3-GC2.0 climate model.
Section 5 of the paper includes an assessment of the
configuration’s performance in global weather prediction
and atmosphere-only climate simulations. ENDGame’s im-
proved accuracy and reduced damping produces more de-
tail in individual synoptic features such as cyclones, fronts,
troughs and jet stream winds. In the tropics, a combination
of ENDGame and improvements to the model’s physics im-
proves the UM’s treatment of several modes of variability
including tropical cyclones, equatorial Kelvin waves and the
MJO (Madden and Julian, 1971). Both ENDGame and im-
provements to the model’s physics are shown to contribute
to some significant improvements to the forecasting of near-
surface weather. Finally, in Sect. 6 we outline our progress
and plans for ongoing model development.
2 Global Atmosphere 6.0 and Global Land 6.0
2.1 Dynamical formulation and discretisation
The UM’s ENDGame dynamical core uses a semi-implicit
semi-Lagrangian formulation to solve the non-hydrostatic,
fully compressible deep-atmosphere equations of motion
(Wood et al., 2014). The primary atmospheric prognostics
are the three-dimensional (3-D) wind components, virtual
dry potential temperature, Exner pressure and dry density,
whilst moist prognostics, such as the mass mixing ratio of
water vapour and prognostic cloud fields, as well as other
atmospheric loadings are advected as free tracers. These
prognostic fields are discretised horizontally onto a regular
longitude–latitude grid with Arakawa C-grid staggering
(Arakawa and Lamb, 1977), whilst the vertical discretisation
utilises a Charney–Phillips staggering (Charney and Phillips,
1953) using terrain-following hybrid height coordinates.
The discretised equations are solved using a nested iterative
approach centred about solving a linear Helmholtz equation.
By convention, global configurations are defined on 2N
longitudes and 1.5N latitudes of scalar grid points with
the meridional wind variable held at the North and South
poles and scalar and zonal wind variables first stored half
a grid length away from the poles. This choice makes the
grid-spacing approximately isotropic in the mid-latitudes
and means that the integer N , which represents the max-
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imum number of zonal 2 grid-point waves that can be
represented by the model, uniquely defines its horizontal
resolution; a model withN = 96 is said to be N96 resolution.
Limited-area configurations use a rotated longitude–latitude
grid with the pole rotated so that the grid’s equator runs
through the centre of the model domain. In the vertical,
the majority of climate configurations use an 85-level
set labelled L85(50t,35s)85, which has 50 levels below
18 km (and hence at least sometimes in the troposphere),
35 levels above this (and hence solely in or above the
stratosphere) and a fixed model lid 85 km above sea level.
Limited-area climate simulations use a reduced 63-level set,
L63(50t,13s)40, which has the same 50 levels below 18 km,
with only 13 above and a lower model top at 40 km. Finally,
NWP configurations use a 70-level set, L70(50t,20s)80,
which has an almost identical 50 levels below 18 km
and a model lid at 80 km but has a reduced stratospheric
resolution compared to L85(50t,35s)85. Although we
use a range of vertical resolutions in the stratosphere, a
consistent tropospheric vertical resolution is currently used
for a given GA configuration. A more detailed description
of these level sets is included in the Supplement to this paper.
Algorithm 1 Iterative structure of time step n+ 1. Here, we
use two inner and two outer loops (L= 2,M = 2).
1: Given the solution at time step n, let the first estimate for a
prognostic variable F at time level n+ 1 be F n+1 = F n
2: Compute slow parametrised processes and time level n forcings
Rn
F
3: for m= 1,M do {departure (outer-loop) iteration}
4: Solve the trajectory equations to compute the next estimate
of the departure points using the time level n and the latest
estimate for time level n+ 1 wind fields
5: Interpolate Rn
F
to departure points
6: Compute time level n+ 1 predictors F ∗
7: Compute fast parametrised processes using latest n+ 1 pre-
dictor F ∗
8: Evaluate time level n component of Helmholtz right hand
sideRn
9: for l = 1, L do {non-linear (inner-loop) iteration}
10: Evaluate non-linear and Coriolis terms R∗F
11: Evaluate time level n+ 1 component of Helmholtz right
hand sideR∗
12: Solve the Helmholtz problem for the pressure increment
pi ′ and hence obtain the next estimate for pin+1 ≡ pin+pi ′
13: Obtain the other prognostic variables at time level n+ 1
via back-substitution
14: end for
15: end for
2.2 Structure of the atmospheric model time step
With ENDGame, the UM uses a nested iterative structure for
each atmospheric time step within which processes are split
into an outer loop and an inner loop. The semi-Lagrangian
departure point equations are solved within the outer loop
using the latest estimates for the wind variables. Appropriate
fields are then interpolated to the updated departure points.
Within the inner loop, the Coriolis, orographic and non-linear
terms are solved along with a linear Helmholtz problem to
obtain the pressure increment. The latest estimates for all
variables are then obtained from the pressure increment via a
back-substitution process; see Wood et al. (2014) for details.
The physical parametrisations are split into slow processes
(radiation, large-scale precipitation and gravity-wave drag)
and fast processes (atmospheric boundary layer, turbulence,
convection and land surface coupling). The slow processes
are treated in parallel and are computed once per time step
before the outer loop. The source terms from the slow pro-
cesses are then added onto the appropriate fields before inter-
polation. The fast processes are treated sequentially and are
computed in the outer loop using the latest predicted estimate
for the required variables at the next, n+1, time step. A sum-
mary of the atmospheric time step is given in Algorithm 1. In
practice, two iterations are used for each of the outer and in-
ner loops so that the Helmholtz problem is solved 4 times per
time step.
2.3 Solar and terrestrial radiation
Shortwave (SW) radiation from the Sun is absorbed in the
atmosphere and at the Earth’s surface and provides energy to
drive the atmospheric circulation. Longwave (LW) radiation
is emitted from the planet and interacts with the atmosphere,
redistributing heat, before being emitted into space. These
processes are parametrised via the radiation scheme, which
provides prognostic atmospheric temperature increments and
surface fluxes and additional diagnostic fluxes. The radiation
scheme of Edwards and Slingo (1996) is used with a configu-
ration based on Cusack et al. (1999) with a number of signif-
icant updates. The correlated-k method is used for gaseous
absorption with six bands in the SW and nine bands in the
LW. The method of equivalent extinction (Edwards, 1996) is
used for minor gases in each band. Gaseous absorption coef-
ficients are generated using the HITRAN 2001 spectroscopic
database (Rothman et al., 2003) with updates up to 2003.
The water vapour continuum is represented using version 2.4
of the Clough–Kneizys–Davies (CKD) model (Clough et al.,
1989; Mlawer et al., 1999). In total, 21 k terms are used for
the major gases in the SW bands. Absorption by water vapour
(H2O), ozone (O3), carbon dioxide (CO2) and oxygen (O2)
is included. The treatment of O3 absorption is as described in
Zhong et al. (2008). The solar spectrum uses data from Lean
(2000) at wavelengths shorter than 735 nm with the Kurucz
and Bell (1995) spectrum at longer wavelengths. In total, 47
k terms are used for the major gases in the LW bands. Ab-
sorption by H2O, O3, CO2, CH4, nitrous oxide (N2O), CFC-
11 (CCl3F), CFC-12 (CCl2F2) and HFC134a (CH2FCF3) is
included. For climate simulations, the atmospheric concen-
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trations of CFC-12 and HFC134a are adjusted to represent
absorption by all the remaining trace halocarbons. The treat-
ment of CO2 and O3 absorption is as described in Zhong and
Haigh (2000) to provide accurate stratospheric heating. Of
the major gases considered, only H2O is prognostic; O3 uses
a zonally symmetric climatology, whilst other gases are pre-
scribed using either fixed or time-varying mass-mixing ratios
and assumed to be well mixed.
Absorption and scattering by the following categories of
aerosol, either prognostic or climatological, are included in
both the SW and LW: ammonium sulfate, mineral dust, sea
salt, biomass burning, fossil-fuel black carbon, fossil-fuel
organic carbon and secondary organic (biogenic) aerosols.
The parametrisation of cloud droplets is described in Ed-
wards and Slingo (1996) using the method of “thick averag-
ing”. Padé fits are used for the variation with effective radius,
which is computed from the number of cloud droplets. This
cloud droplet number is derived from either prognostic or cli-
matological aerosol concentrations in all modelling systems
(Jones et al., 1994, 2001). The parametrisation of ice crystals
is described in Edwards et al. (2007). Full treatment of scat-
tering is used in both the SW and LW. The sub-grid cloud
structure is represented using the Monte Carlo Independent
Column Approximation (McICA) as described in Hill et al.
(2011), with optimal sampling using 6 extra terms in the LW
and 10 in the SW for the reduction of random noise.
Full radiation calculations are made every hour using the
instantaneous cloud fields and a mean solar zenith angle for
the following 1 h period. Corrections are made for the change
in solar zenith angle on every model time step as described
in Manners et al. (2009). The emissivity and the albedo of
the surface are set by the land surface model. The direct SW
flux at the surface is corrected for the angle and aspect of
the topographic slope as described in Manners et al. (2012).
The albedo of the sea surface uses a modified version of the
parametrisation from Barker and Li (1995) with a varying
spectral dependence.
2.4 Large-scale precipitation
The formation and evolution of precipitation due to grid-
scale processes is the responsibility of the large-scale precip-
itation – or microphysics – scheme, whilst small-scale pre-
cipitating events are handled by the convection scheme. The
microphysics scheme has prognostic input fields of temper-
ature, moisture, cloud and rain from the end of the previ-
ous time step, which it modifies in turn. The microphysics
used is based on Wilson and Ballard (1999), with exten-
sive modifications. We use a prognostic rain formulation,
which allows 3-D advection of the precipitation mass-mixing
ratio. The particle size distribution for rain uses rain-rate-
dependent distribution of Abel and Boutle (2012). The min-
imum cloud liquid content for autoconversion to occur has
been altered from the original Tripoli and Cotton (1980) for-
mulation to a liquid content where the number of drops over
20 µm is 1000 m−3, as discussed in Abel et al. (2010). In ad-
dition, we have used the fall velocities of Abel and Ship-
way (2007), which allow for a better representation of the
sedimentation of small droplets. We also make use of mul-
tiple sub-time steps of the precipitation scheme, as in Pos-
selt and Lohmann (2008), with one sub-time step for every
2 min of the model time step to achieve a realistic treatment
of in-column evaporation. Aerosol mass-mixing ratios pro-
vide the cloud droplet number for autoconversion, according
to the formulae of Jones et al. (1994, 2001). The aerosols that
provide the droplet number are ammonium sulfate, sea salt,
biomass burning and fossil-fuel organic carbon.
2.5 Large-scale cloud
Clouds appear on sub-grid scales well before the humidity
averaged over the size of a model grid box reaches satura-
tion. A cloud parametrisation scheme is therefore required
to determine the fraction of the grid box, which is covered
by cloud and the amount and phase of condensed water con-
tained in those clouds. The formation of clouds will convert
water vapour into liquid or ice and release latent heat. The
cloud cover and liquid and ice water contents are then used
by the radiation scheme to calculate the radiative impact of
the clouds and by the large-scale precipitation scheme to cal-
culate whether any precipitation has formed.
The parametrisation used is the prognostic cloud frac-
tion and prognostic condensate (PC2) scheme (Wilson et al.,
2008a, b) along with the modifications to the cloud erosion
parametrisation described by Morcrette (2012). PC2 uses
three prognostic variables for water-mixing ratio – vapour,
liquid and ice – and a further three prognostic variables
for cloud fraction: liquid, ice and mixed phase. The fol-
lowing atmospheric processes can modify the cloud fields:
shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, boundary layer pro-
cesses, convection, precipitation, small-scale mixing (cloud
erosion), advection and changes in atmospheric pressure.
The convection scheme calculates increments to the prog-
nostic liquid and ice water contents by detraining conden-
sate from the convective plume, whilst the cloud fractions
are updated using the non-uniform forcing method of Bushell
et al. (2003). One advantage of the prognostic approach is
that clouds can be transported away from where they were
created. For example, anvils detrained from convection can
persist and be advected downstream long after the convec-
tion itself has ceased.
2.6 Sub-grid orographic drag
The effect of local and mesoscale orographic features not re-
solved by the mean orography, from individual hills through
to small mountain ranges, must be parametrised. The small-
est scales, where buoyancy effects are not important, are rep-
resented by an effective roughness parametrisation in which
the roughness length for momentum is increased above the
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surface roughness to account for the additional stress due to
the sub-grid orography (Wood and Mason, 1993). The effects
of the remainder of the sub-grid orography (on scales where
buoyancy effects are important) are parametrised by a drag
scheme, which represents the effects of low-level flow block-
ing and the drag associated with stationary gravity waves
(mountain waves). This is based on the scheme described by
Lott and Miller (1997), but with some important differences,
described in more detail in Sect. 3.5.
The sub-grid orography is assumed to consist of uni-
formly distributed elliptical mountains within the grid box,
described in terms of a height amplitude, which is propor-
tional to the grid-box standard deviation of the source orog-
raphy data, anisotropy (the extent to which the sub-grid orog-
raphy is ridge like, as opposed to circular), the alignment of
the major axis and the mean slope along the major axis. The
scheme is based on two different frameworks for the drag
mechanisms: bluff body dynamics for the flow blocking and
linear gravity waves for the mountain-wave drag component.
The degree to which the flow is blocked and so passes
around, rather than over the mountains is determined by the
Froude number, F = U/(NH) where H is the assumed sub-
grid mountain height (proportional to the sub-grid standard
deviation of the source orography data) and N and U are
respectively measures of the buoyancy frequency and wind
speed of the low-level flow. When F is less than the critical
value, Fc, a fraction of the flow is assumed to pass around
the sides of the orography, and a drag is applied to the flow
within this blocked layer. Mountain waves are generated by
the remaining proportion of the layer, into which the orog-
raphy protrudes. The acceleration of the flow due to wave
stress divergence is exerted at levels where wave breaking is
diagnosed.
2.7 Non-orographic gravity-wave drag
Non-orographic sources – such as convection, fronts and jets
– can force gravity waves with non-zero phase speed. These
waves break in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere, de-
positing momentum, which contributes to driving the zonal
mean wind and temperature structures away from radia-
tive equilibrium. Waves on scales too small for the model
to sustain explicitly are represented by a spectral sub-grid
parametrisation scheme (Scaife et al., 2002), which by con-
tributing to the deposited momentum leads to a more realistic
tropical quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO). The scheme, de-
scribed in more detail in Walters et al. (2011), represents pro-
cesses of wave generation, conservative propagation and dis-
sipation by critical-level filtering and wave saturation acting
on a vertical wavenumber spectrum of gravity wave fluxes
following Warner and McIntyre (2001). Launched in the
lower troposphere, the two-part spectrum is linear from low
wavenumber cut-off up to a spectrum peak, corresponding to
wavelengths of 20 and 4.3 km, whilst beyond the peak an in-
verse cubic tail is characteristic of saturation. Current values
chosen to scale the spectrum represent of the order of 10 %
of the saturation spectrum amplitudes at launch height. Mo-
mentum conservation is enforced at launch, where isotropic
fluxes guarantee zero net momentum, and by imposing a con-
dition of zero vertical wave flux at the model upper bound-
ary. In between, momentum deposition occurs in each layer
where reduced integrated flux results from erosion of the
launch spectrum, after transformation by conservative prop-
agation, to match the locally evaluated saturation spectrum.
2.8 Atmospheric boundary layer
Turbulent motions in the atmosphere are not resolved by
global atmospheric models, but are important to parametrise
in order to give realistic vertical structure in the thermody-
namic and wind profiles. Although referred to as the “bound-
ary layer” scheme, this parametrisation represents mixing
over the full depth of the troposphere. The scheme is that
of Lock et al. (2000) with the modifications described in
Lock (2001) and Brown et al. (2008). It is a first-order turbu-
lence closure mixing adiabatically conserved heat and mois-
ture variables, momentum and tracers. For unstable bound-
ary layers, diffusion coefficients (K profiles) are specified
functions of height within the boundary layer, related to the
strength of the turbulence forcing. Two separate K profiles
are used, one for surface sources of turbulence (surface heat-
ing and wind shear) and one for cloud-top sources (radiative
and evaporative cooling). The existence and depth of unsta-
ble layers is diagnosed initially by moist adiabatic parcels
and then adjusted to ensure that the buoyancy consumption
of turbulence kinetic energy is limited. This can permit the
cloud layer to decouple from the surface (Nicholls, 1984).
If cumulus convection is diagnosed (through comparison of
cloud and sub-cloud layer moisture gradients), the surface-
driven K profile is restricted to below cloud base and the
mass flux convection scheme is triggered from that level.
Mixing across the top of the boundary layer is through an
explicit entrainment parametrisation that is coupled to the
radiative fluxes and the dynamics through a sub-grid inver-
sion diagnosis. If the thermodynamic conditions are right,
cumulus penetration into a stratocumulus layer can generate
additional turbulence and cloud-top entrainment in the stra-
tocumulus by enhancing evaporative cooling at cloud top.
There are additional non-local fluxes of heat and momen-
tum in order to generate more vertically uniform potential
temperature and wind profiles in convective boundary lay-
ers. For stable boundary layers and in the free troposphere,
we use a local Richardson number scheme based on Smith
(1990). Its stable stability dependence is given by the “sharp”
function over sea and by the “MES-tail” function over land
(which matches linearly between an enhanced mixing func-
tion at the surface and “sharp” at 200 m and above). This
additional near-surface mixing is motivated by the effects
of surface heterogeneity, such as those described in McCabe
and Brown (2007). The resulting diffusion equation is solved
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implicitly using the monotonically damping, second-order-
accurate, unconditionally stable numerical scheme of Wood
et al. (2007). The kinetic energy dissipated through the tur-
bulent shear stresses is returned to the atmosphere as a local
heating term.
2.9 Convection
The convection scheme represents the sub-grid-scale trans-
port of heat, moisture and momentum associated with cumu-
lus clouds within a grid box. The UM uses a mass flux con-
vection scheme based on Gregory and Rowntree (1990) with
various extensions to include down draughts (Gregory and
Allen, 1991) and convective momentum transport (CMT).
The current scheme consists of three stages: (i) convective
diagnosis to determine whether convection is possible from
the boundary layer, (ii) a call to the shallow or deep convec-
tion scheme for all points diagnosed deep or shallow by the
first step and (iii) a call to the mid-level convection scheme
for all grid points.
The diagnosis of shallow and deep convection is based
on an undilute parcel ascent from the near surface for grid
boxes where the surface layer is unstable and forms part of
the boundary layer diagnosis (Lock et al., 2000). Shallow
convection is then diagnosed if the following conditions are
met: (i) the parcel attains neutral buoyancy below 2.5 km or
below the freezing level, whichever is higher, and (ii) the air
in model levels forming a layer of the order of 1500 m above
this has a mean upward vertical velocity less than 0.02 ms−1.
Otherwise, convection diagnosed from the boundary layer is
defined as deep.
The deep convection scheme differs from the original Gre-
gory and Rowntree (1990) scheme in using a convective
available potential energy (CAPE) closure based on Fritsch
and Chappell (1980). Mixing detrainment rates now depend
on relative humidity and forced detrainment rates adapt to the
buoyancy of the convective plume (Derbyshire et al., 2011).
The CMT scheme uses a flux gradient approach (Stratton
et al., 2009).
The shallow convection scheme uses a closure based on
Grant (2001) and has larger entrainment rates than the deep
scheme consistent with cloud-resolving model (CRM) simu-
lations of shallow convection. The shallow CMT uses flux–
gradient relationships derived from CRM simulations of
shallow convection (Grant and Brown, 1999).
The mid-level scheme operates on any instabilities found
in a column above the top of deep or shallow convection or
above the lifting condensation level. The scheme is largely
unchanged from Gregory and Rowntree (1990), but uses the
Gregory et al. (1997) CMT scheme and a CAPE closure.
The mid-level scheme operates mainly either overnight over
land when convection from the stable boundary layer is no
longer possible or in the region of mid-latitude storms. Other
cases of mid-level convection tend to remove instabilities
over a few levels and do not produce much precipitation.
The timescale for the CAPE closure, which is used for the
deep and mid-level convection schemes, is essentially fixed
at a chosen value of 1 h; however, if extremely high large-
scale vertical velocities are detected in the column then the
timescale is rapidly reduced to ensure numerical stability.
2.10 Atmospheric aerosols and chemistry
As discussed in Walters et al. (2011), the modelling of at-
mospheric aerosols and chemistry is considered as a sepa-
rate component of the full Earth system and remains out-
side the scope of this paper. The aerosol species represented
and their interaction with the atmospheric parametrisations
are, however, part of the Global Atmosphere component and
have therefore been included in the descriptions above. Sys-
tems including prognostic aerosol modelling do so using the
CLASSIC (Coupled Large-scale Aerosol Simulator for Stud-
ies in Climate) aerosol scheme described in Bellouin et al.
(2011), whilst systems not including prognostic aerosols use
a 3-D monthly climatology for each aerosol species to model
both the direct and indirect aerosol effects. In addition to the
treatment of these tropospheric aerosols, we include a sim-
ple stratospheric aerosol climatology based on Cusack et al.
(1998). We also include the production of stratospheric wa-
ter vapour via a simple methane oxidation parametrisation
(Untch and Simmons, 1999).
2.11 Land surface and hydrology: Global Land 6.0
The exchange of fluxes between the land surface and the at-
mosphere is an important mechanism for heating and moist-
ening the atmospheric boundary layer, as well as generating
drag on atmospheric winds. In addition, the exchange of CO2
and other greenhouse gases plays a significant role in the cli-
mate system. The hydrological state of the land surface con-
tributes to impacts such as flooding and drought as well as
providing freshwater fluxes to the ocean, which influences
ocean circulation. Therefore, a land surface model needs to
be able to represent this wide range of processes over all sur-
face types that are present on the Earth.
The Global Land configuration uses a community land sur-
face model, JULES (Best et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2011),
to model all of the processes at the land surface and in the
sub-surface soil. A tile approach is used to represent sub-
grid-scale heterogeneity (Essery et al., 2003), with the sur-
face of each land point subdivided into five types of veg-
etation (broadleaf trees, needle-leaved trees, temperate C3
grass, tropical C4 grass and shrubs) and four non-vegetated
surface types (urban areas, inland water, bare soil and land
ice). Vegetation canopies are represented in the surface en-
ergy balance through the coupling to the underlying soil.
This canopy is coupled via radiative and turbulent exchange,
whilst bare soil beneath the canopy component is coupled
through conduction. JULES also uses a canopy radiation
scheme to represent the penetration of light within the veg-
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etation canopy and its subsequent impact on photosynthesis
(Mercado et al., 2007). The canopy also interacts with the
surface snow. For most vegetation types, the snow is held on
top of the canopy, whilst for needle-leaved trees the inter-
ception of snow by the canopy is represented with separate
snow stores on the canopy and on the ground. This impacts
the surface albedo, the snow sublimation and the snowmelt.
The vegetation canopy code has been adapted for use with
the urban surface type by defining an “urban canopy” with
the thermal properties of concrete (Best, 2005). This has been
demonstrated to give improvements over representing an ur-
ban area as a rough bare soil surface. Similarly, this canopy
approach has also been adopted for the representation of
lakes. The original representation was through a soil surface
that could evaporate at the potential rate (i.e. a soggy soil),
which has been shown to have incorrect seasonal and diurnal
cycles for the surface temperature (Rooney and Jones, 2010).
By defining an “inland water canopy” and setting the thermal
characteristics to those of a suitable depth of water (≈ 5 m),
a better diurnal cycle for the surface temperature is achieved.
Surface fluxes are calculated separately on each tile us-
ing surface similarity theory. In stable conditions we use
the similarity functions of Beljaars and Holtslag (1991),
whilst in unstable conditions we take the functions from Dyer
and Hicks (1970). The effects on surface exchange of both
boundary layer gustiness (Godfrey and Beljaars, 1991) and
deep convective gustiness (Redelsperger et al., 2000) are in-
cluded. Temperatures at 1.5 m and winds at 10 m are inter-
polated between the model’s grid levels using the same sim-
ilarity functions, but a parametrisation of transitional decou-
pling in very light winds is included in the calculation of the
1.5 m temperature. To allow a global approach to coupling
between the atmosphere and the underlying surface, surface
exchange over open sea and sea ice is handled within the
land surface code. Exchange coefficients are calculated us-
ing surface layer similarity theory, using the same similarity
functions as over the land. The calculation of the roughness
lengths for momentum and scalars over sea ice is described
by Edwards (2007); in particular, a value of 0.0018 is chosen
for Charnock’s coefficient.
Soil processes are represented using a four-layer scheme
for the heat and water fluxes with hydraulic relationships
taken from van Genuchten (1980). These four soil layers
have thicknesses from the top down of 0.1, 0.25, 0.65 and
2.0 m. The impact of moisture on the thermal characteristics
of the soil is represented using a simplification of Johansen
(1975), as described in Dharssi et al. (2009). The energet-
ics of water movement within the soil is accounted for, as is
the latent heat exchange resulting from the phase change of
soil water from liquid to solid states. Sub-grid-scale hetero-
geneity of soil moisture is represented using the large-scale
hydrology approach (Gedney and Cox, 2003), which is based
on the topography-based rainfall–runoff model TOPMODEL
(Beven and Kirkby, 1979). This enables the representation of
an interactive water table within the soil that can be used to
represent wetland areas, as well as increasing surface runoff
through heterogeneity in soil moisture driven by topography.
A river routing scheme is used to route the total runoff
from inland grid points both out to the sea and to inland
basins, where it can flow back into the soil moisture. Ex-
cess water in inland basins is distributed evenly across all
sea outflow points. In coupled model simulations the result-
ing freshwater outflow is passed to the ocean, where it is an
important component of the thermohaline circulation, whilst
in atmosphere/land-only simulations this ocean outflow is
purely diagnostic. River routing calculations are performed
using the TRIP (Total Runoff Integrating Pathways) model
(Oki and Sud, 1998), which uses a simple advection method
(Oki, 1997) to route total runoff along prescribed river chan-
nels on a 1 ◦× 1 ◦ grid using a 3 h time step. Land surface
runoff accumulated over this time step is mapped onto the
river routing grid prior to the TRIP calculations, after which
soil moisture increments and total outflow at river mouths
are mapped back to the atmospheric grid (Falloon and Betts,
2006). This river routing model is not currently being used in
limited-area or NWP implementations of the Global Atmo-
sphere/Global Land.
2.12 Ancillary files and forcing data
In the UM, the characteristics of the lower boundary, the val-
ues of climatological fields and the distribution of natural and
anthropogenic emissions are specified using ancillary files.
Use of correct ancillary file inputs can play as important a
role in the performance of a system as the correct choice
of many options in the parametrisations described above.
For this reason, we consider the source data and process-
ing required to create ancillaries as part of the definition of
the Global Atmosphere/Global Land configurations. Table 1
contains the main ancillaries used as well as references to the
source data from which they are created.
3 Developments since Global Atmosphere/Global Land
4.0
The previous section provides a general description of the
GA6.0 and GL6.0 configurations. In this section, we describe
in more detail how these configurations differ from the pre-
viously documented configurations of GA4.0 and GL4.0.
3.1 Dynamical formulation and discretisation
Introduction of the ENDGame dynamical core (GA
ticket #18, 93, 94, 106 and 126)
By far the largest change in GA6.0 is that we replace
the “New Dynamics” dynamical core with “ENDGame”3
(Wood et al., 2014). ENDGame and New Dynamics share
3See Appendix A for details of these individual “tickets”.
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Table 1. Source datasets used to create standard ancillary files used in GA6.0/GL6.0.
Ancillary field Source data Notes
Land mask/fraction System dependent
Mean/sub-grid orography GLOBE 30′′; Hastings et al. (1999) Fields filtered before use
Land usage IGBP; Global Soil Data Task (2000) Mapped to 9 tile types
Soil properties HWSD; Nachtergaele et al. (2008) Three datasets blended via optimal interpolation
STATSGO; Miller and White (1998)
ISRIC-WISE; Batjes (2009)
Leaf area index MODIS collection 5 4 km data (Samanta et al., 2012) mapped to 5 plant types
Plant canopy height IGBP; Global Soil Data Task (2000) Derived from land usage and mapped to 5 plant types
Bare soil albedo MODIS; Houldcroft et al. (2008)
Snow-free surface albedo GlobAlbedo; Muller et al. (2012) Spatially complete white sky values
TOPMODEL topographic index Verdin and Jensen (1996)
SST/sea ice System/experiment dependent
Ozone SPARC-II; Cionni et al. (2011) Zonal mean field usedb
Aerosol emissions/fields: Only required for prognostic aerosol simulations
Main primary emissions CMIP5; Lamarque et al. (2010) Includes SO2, DMS, soot, OCFF, biomass burning
Volcanic SO2 emissions Andres and Kasgnoc (1998)
Sulfur-cycle offline oxidants STOCHEMa Derwent et al. (2003)
Ocean DMS concentrations Kettle et al. (1999)
Biogenic aerosol ancillary STOCHEMa; Derwent et al. (2003)
CLASSIC aerosol climatologies System/experiment dependent Used when prognostic fields not available
TRIP river paths 1 ◦ data from Oki and Sud (1998) Adjusted at coastlines to ensure correct outflow
a STOCHEM denotes that these fields are derived from runs of the STOCHEM chemistry model. b This is expanded to a “zonally symmetric” 3-D field in limited-area
simulations on a rotated pole grid.
many aspects of their design; both employ semi-implicit
semi-Lagrangian finite-difference discretisations of the deep-
atmosphere non-hydrostatic equations and both are discre-
tised on a latitude–longitude grid with a C-grid/Charney–
Phillips staggering in the horizontal/vertical.
There are, however, a number of areas in which ENDGame
differs from New Dynamics. The overall motivation behind
updating the dynamical core is to retain the beneficial aspects
of New Dynamics, but to improve a number of areas where it
was found to be deficient, with the principal aims of improv-
ing the accuracy, scalability and stability of the model. Here,
we list the most significant differences between ENDGame
and New Dynamics, all of which are designed to impact at
least one of these areas.
– The nested iterative time stepping structure provides
better numerical stability and allows the temporal off-
centring of the trapezoidal scheme to be reduced. Time-
averaged terms are split as F
t = αF n+1+ (1−α)F nD.
In New Dynamics, the off-centring parameter, α, typ-
ically takes a value 0.7 or 1, whilst in ENDGame this
is reduced to 0.55. This has the effect of improving the
model’s accuracy (it would be second-order accurate for
α = 0.5).
– The trajectory equation uses a centred iterative approx-
imation: un+1/2 = 1/2(un+1+ unD) for the velocities at
the midpoint of a trajectory, replacing the extrapolated
estimate: un+1/2 = 3/2un−1/2un−1, improving the sta-
bility of the model.
– The iterative solver allows more terms, such as Coriolis
and orographic terms (which were previously handled
explicitly or in the Helmholtz equation), to be treated
as part of the nested iteration procedure and therefore
a simplified Helmholtz equation is formed, which im-
proves scalability on parallel machines. This partly mit-
igates the increased cost of solving the Helmholtz equa-
tion multiple times per time step due to the nested ap-
proach.
– Virtual dry potential temperature, θvd ≡ θ (1+mv/),
is used as the prognostic thermodynamic variable. In
addition, the non-interpolating in the vertical advection
scheme, that was used for potential temperature, is re-
placed by a full 3-D semi-Lagrangian interpolation to
be consistent with other fields (see Wood et al., 2014
for details).
– The continuity equation is discretised in a semi-
Lagrangian manner instead of Eulerian to be fully con-
sistent with the other discretised equations. This im-
proves the accuracy and stability of the model, par-
ticularly in polar regions where the semi-implicit Eu-
lerian discretisation of the New Dynamics unphysi-
cally slows down advection compared with the semi-
Lagrangian method used for other variables. This comes
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at the cost of losing inherent mass conservation un-
less a computationally expensive conservative semi-
Lagrangian scheme is used, such as that used in Wood
et al. (2014). Here, however, for computational effi-
ciency, we employ a simple mass fixer to regain mass
conservation.
– The ENDGame horizontal grid is shifted half a grid
length in both the zonal and meridional directions
compared to New Dynamics. Therefore, scalars are
no longer held at the grid singularity and hence no
Helmholtz equation is solved at the poles. Moreover, far
fewer communications are required between polar pro-
cessors to maintain the consistency of scalar fields at the
pole.
– No polar filter is used in ENDGame. Since the polar
filter requires multiple sweeps along near-polar rows,
and hence communication across polar processors, this
change further improves the scalability of the model.
Furthermore, the targeted diffusion of moisture in areas
with strong updraughts, designed to improve the stabil-
ity of the model, is no longer used in GA6.0.
– As described in Sect. 2.2 the fast parametrised processes
are now handled in the outer iterative loop. This pro-
vides a tighter coupling between the resolved dynamics
and parametrisations allowing a better estimate of the
time-level n+ 1 fields to be used for the parametrisa-
tions, but at the cost of that they are now called once for
each outer loop iteration, instead of just once per time
step.
– Moist prognostics are handled in terms of mass-mixing
ratios instead of the specific quantities used in New
Dynamics. Where they are needed for the physical
parametrisations, specific quantities are converted from
the mixing ratios as part of the time step.
The interested reader is directed to Wood et al. (2014) and
Davies et al. (2005) for further detail.
The improved numerical accuracy and stability of the
model allows it to run without the polar filter, explicit hor-
izontal diffusion and targeted diffusion and allows for the
semi-implicit off-centring weights (α) to be much closer to a
centred scheme. The latter of these changes leads to a reduc-
tion in implicit damping of the solution, which is the largest
improvement in the physical accuracy of the model; this is
discussed in more detail in Sect. 5. The improved scaling
performance of ENDGame on large processor counts can be
seen in Fig. 1. ENDGame continues to show scalability out
to ∼ 7000 computational cores, whilst New Dynamics does
not scale beyond ∼ 4000 cores.
In addition to the changes mentioned above, there are a
number of differences between the set-up of the dynamical
core for GA6.0 and that used for the idealised tests presented
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Figure 1. Strong scaling plot simulations using the ENDGame and
New Dynamics dynamical cores (both using GA3.1 physics and
full-operational diagnostic and input/output loads) at N768 resolu-
tion on an IBM Power 7 supercomputer. Each Power 7 node con-
tains 32 compute cores.
in Wood et al. (2014). Most of these are intended to improve
the computational performance of the model.
– All the semi-implicit off-centring and relaxation param-
eters (τ ) are set to α = τ = 0.55 instead of 0.5.
– The non-conserving version of the continuity equation
is used. To obtain the density, as part of the back-
substitution process, the equation of state is used in-
stead of the continuity equation. With these changes it
was found that the model could be run stably with a
larger tolerance to the Helmholtz solver, thus increasing
the computational performance of the model. To obtain
mass conservation, an a posteriori mass fixer is applied
to the density at the end of each time step to ensure the
total mass of the atmosphere is conserved without alter-
ing the potential energy. This involves multiplying the
density field, ρn+1, by a height-dependent function to
ensure mass is conserved, i.e.
ρn+1 −→ (A+Bz)ρn+1, (1)
where A and B are computed so that the total mass M0
and the current estimate for the potential energy P n+1
are unchanged:∑
i,j,k
(
A+Bzi,j,k
)
ρn+1i,j,kVi,j,k =M0, (2)∑
i,j,k
(
A+Bzi,j,k
)
gzi,j,kρ
n+1
i,j,kVi,j,k = P n+1, (3)
where Vi,j,k is the volume of grid-cell i, j , k. Addition-
ally, we approximately preserve the current estimate of
the internal energy:
In+1 ≡
∑
i,j,k
cvd
(
θn+1vd
k
ρn+1d
)
i,j,k
Vi,j,k, (4)
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where cvd is the heat capacity of dry air at constant vol-
ume, by modifying θn+1vd inversely
θn+1vd −→ θn+1vd /(A+Bz), (5)
which for B = 0 will preserve the internal energy, but
due to the averaging of θvd in Eq. (5) will only be ap-
proximate when B 6= 0.
– Although run in the deep-atmosphere, non-hydrosatic
mode, the GA6.0 implementation of ENDGame uses
constant gravity, i.e. the (a/r)2 variation is neglected,
as would be done in a shallow-atmosphere approxima-
tion.
– Although, as mentioned previously, polar filtering is
not used, to control noise in the polar regions the im-
plicit damping layer on the vertical velocity described
in Wood et al. (2014) is extended to cover all heights in
the polar regions, i.e. the definition of µ in Wood et al.
(2014), their Eq. (77), becomes
µ(φ,η)=

0 0≤ η∗ < ηB
µ
{
sin2
[
pi
2
(
η∗−ηB
1−ηB
)]
+sin40 (φ)
}
ηB ≤ η∗ ≤ 1
(6)
with η∗ = 1+ (η− 1)cos(φ), Fig. 2 shows the geo-
graphical extent of the sponge layer for ηB = 1/2.
– Instead of the iterated trapezoidal method of solving
the departure point equations as outlined in Wood et al.
(2010), a simpler total variance diminishing second-
order Runge–Kutta method (TVD-RK2; see for ex-
ample Shu and Osher, 1988) is used. This change is
intended to reduce the number of interpolations per-
formed in each departure point computation, and there-
fore reduces the amount of communication needed be-
tween processors when the departure points lie off-
processor, e.g. in areas with a large horizontal Courant
number. In the first outer loop, a single Euler step is used
to get an estimate of the departure point instead of two
iterations of the trapezoidal method. In the second outer
loop, both stages of the TVD-RK2 scheme are used to
obtain the departure point. For a prototypical departure
point equation,
xt = u, (7)
the two schemes can be compared as shown in Ta-
ble 2. Only the second stage of the TVD-RK2 method
involves interpolation to a departure point, compared
with at every iteration of the trapezoidal method. Thus,
the total number of interpolations (which contribute to
the major computational and communication cost of the
scheme) in computing the departure points is reduced
by a factor of 4.
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Figure 2. Implicit sponge layer µ(φ,η) as given by Eq. (6)
with ηB = 1/2 and µ= 1. Left axis shows model levels, using
L70(50t,20s)80, right axis shows computational η space (physical
height z∼ η).
– The 3-D semi-Lagrangian interpolation of virtual dry
potential temperature uses cubic Hermite rather than
cubic Lagrange vertical interpolation. This removes a
spurious numerical source of heating at the tropopause,
where there are small vertical oscillations (Hardiman
et al., 2015).
– For most simulations, we run a fully implicit first time
step (α = 1) to remove any spurious motion due to a
lack of quasi-hydrostatic balance from either chang-
ing the dynamical core, regridding the initial state from
another model/resolution or introducing analysis incre-
ments for data assimilation.
3.2 Structure of the atmospheric model time step
Improvement to the conservation of water (GA ticket
#75 and 78)
As discussed in Sect. 4.5.1 of Walters et al. (2014), in
GA4.0/GL4.0 the imbalance between the global mean pre-
cipitation and the global mean evaporation – denoted “P −
E” – was deemed large enough that the configuration could
not be used for long coupled climate simulations. This was
found to be largely due to errors in the conversions between
mixing ratios and specific quantities when using mixing ra-
tios for the moist prognostics in the slow physics schemes.
As discussed in Sect. 3.1, however, this does require multi-
ple conversions of the moist prognostics per time step. For
GA6.0, we negate this error by temporarily reverting to us-
ing specific quantities in all the physical parametrisations.
We further improve the imbalance by consistently using vol-
ume averaging when interpolating between different coordi-
nate types on the vertically staggered grid, rather than using
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Table 2. Comparison of the departure point calculations as described in Wood et al. (2014) (Trapezoidal) and as used in GA6.0 (TVD-RK2).
Subscripts A and D denote the arrival (grid) and departure points respectively.
(Outer iteration, stage) Trapezoidal TVD-RK2
(1,1) x(1,1)D = xA− 1t2
[
un
(
x(0)D
)
+un
]
x(1,1)D = xA−1tun
(1,2) x(1,2)D = xA− 1t2
[
un
(
x(1,1)D
)
+un+1
]
x(1,2)D ≡ x(1,1)D
(2,1) x(2,1)D = xA− 1t2
[
un
(
x(1,2)D
)
+un+1
]
x(2,1)D = xA−1tun+1
(2,2) x(2,2)D = xA− 1t2
[
un
(
x(2,1)D
)
+un+1
]
x(2,2)D = xA− 1t2
[
un
(
x(2,1)D
)
+un+1
]
a mixture of volume averaging and linear interpolation. In
a 50-year integration of the coupled climate model at N96
resolution (≈ 135 km in the mid-latitudes), this reduces the
global P −E from 4×10−3 to− 1× 10−5 mmday−1, which
is deemed acceptable for use in long coupled integrations.
3.3 Solar and terrestrial radiation
Reduced radiation time step (GA ticket #70)
At GA4.0, full radiation calculations were made every 3 h,
with corrections for the change in cloud fields made ev-
ery hour as described in Manners et al. (2009). This is re-
placed in GA6.0 with full radiation calculations every hour.
This provides an improved treatment of the diurnal cycle
due to the proper treatment of solar zenith angle, tempera-
ture, aerosol and water vapour changes each hour. The treat-
ment of cloud within radiation is correspondingly more con-
sistent with McICA sampling of sub-grid cloud, now being
done every hour, reducing the effects of sampling noise. Full
hourly radiation also provides the potential for an improved
frequency of diagnostic output from all models and of cou-
pling with the ocean in coupled configurations. The CPU
time spent within the radiation code is roughly doubled with
this change. The fractional increase in the full atmospheric
model runtime is dependent on the system in which it is ap-
plied, but is of the order of 5 % for global NWP applications.
3.4 Large-scale cloud
Changes to the treatment of mixed-phase cloud (GA
ticket #43)
At GA6.0, we use the mixed-phase cloud fraction as PC2’s
third prognostic cloud fraction variable, which is a change
from the original Wilson et al. (2008a) formulation used until
GA4.0. It was found that the numerics of advecting this quan-
tity were better than the previously used total cloud fraction;
this ensures that the total cloud fraction is always consistent
with its three constituent parts, which was not previously the
case.
3.5 Orographic drag
Introduction of the 5A gravity-wave drag scheme (GA
ticket #10)
Major changes to parametrisations in the UM are indicated
by incrementing the “version” of the scheme, with each
version denoted by a number/letter combination. Previous
Global Atmosphere configurations used the 4A orographic
gravity-wave drag scheme, described by Webster et al.
(2003); GA6.0 uses the new 5A orographic drag scheme, de-
scribed in detail by Wells (2015) and Vosper (2015). The de-
scription below is taken largely from the latter publication.
The 4A scheme used a single expression for the total
surface stress, which is partitioned into mountain-wave and
flow-blocking components due to flow over, and around the
orography, respectively. The new 5A scheme is based on
two separate conceptual models: bluff body dynamics for
the flow-blocking drag and linear gravity-wave theory for the
mountain-wave drag. This approach allows for greater flex-
ibility since the two drag mechanisms can be treated more
independently.
In more detail, the 5A scheme closely follows that de-
scribed by Lott and Miller (1997), but with the following
modifications:
– The original Lott and Miller (1997) scheme is modi-
fied to represent a “cut-off mountain” where only the
proportion of the orography above the blocked flow
layer contributes to the mountain-wave drag. This ap-
proach is also used in the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) implementation of
the scheme.
– Based on the study by Vosper et al. (2009), an alter-
native averaging depth is used to calculate the Froude
number and the depth of the blocked flow layer.
– Where wave breaking is diagnosed, the wave drag is ap-
plied over an estimate for the vertical wavelength of a
hydrostatic mountain wave, rather than across a single
model level.
The depth of the blocked flow layer is defined to be
zb =max(0,H (1−Fav/Fc)) . (8)
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Here, we introduce a depth average Froude number, Fav =
U/(NavH), where U is the speed of the horizontal wind re-
solved in the direction of the low-level flow averaged from
z=H/2 to H , and Nav is the buoyancy frequency averaged
over a depth zav. Following Vosper et al. (2009), who showed
that the stability above a mountain can have a significant ef-
fect on the drag exerted within the blocked flow layer below,
zav is defined as
zav =max(H,zn)+Uav/Nav, (9)
where zn is the depth of a near-surface neutral layer (if
present) and Uav is the depth-averaged wind speed from the
surface to z= zav. This empirical expression for zav was ob-
tained from numerical simulations designed to examine the
effect on the drag of neutral stability (as might typically be
found in a well-mixed boundary layer) below the mountain
summit. The buoyancy frequencyNav is defined as a bulk av-
erage over the depth zav and thus depends on the difference
in potential temperature, 1θ , between z= zav and the sur-
face, i.e.N2av = (g/θav)1θ/zav, where θav is the mean poten-
tial temperature below zav. Since the inputs required to solve
Eq. (9) are themselves depth averages, the equation must be
solved iteratively.
In common with the Lott and Miller (1997) scheme, a
wave saturation approach is used to determine where gravity-
wave drag is exerted. Wave breaking is assumed to take place
when the local non-dimensional wave amplitude, ηN/U
(where η is the vertical displacement associated with the
gravity wave), exceeds a critical value, ηsat. When this oc-
curs, a proportion of the wave stress is exerted on the flow
and the wave amplitude is reduced accordingly such that
ηN/U = ηsat. The wave drag is applied over a depth pro-
portional to a hydrostatic vertical wavelength,
λz = 2piU(z)/N(z), (10)
centred on the level of wave breaking, where λz is con-
strained to lie within a range of values (250 m and 3 km).
Applying the wave drag in this way is consistent with the
findings of Epifanio and Qian (2008) (see their Fig. 12), who
showed that, in an ensemble of simulations of low-level wave
breaking, stress deposition occurred over a range of depths
between a half and full vertical wavelength. The numeri-
cal stability of the scheme is also improved by applying the
stress over more than a single model level.
The expression for the drag in the blocked flow layer is
identical to that specified by Lott and Miller (1997). The
size of the drag is proportional to the drag coefficient, Cd,
which along with the critical Froude number, Fc, is treated
as a tuning parameter. The expression for the mountain-
wave stress is also identical to Lott and Miller’s, other than
the modification required to account for the reduced cut-
off mountain height, in which H is replaced by the height
of the mountain, which protrudes above the blocked layer,
H − zb. The mountain-wave stress is proportional to the tun-
ing parameterGs. The final tuning parameter is the threshold
non-dimensional saturation-wave amplitude, ηsat. The values
of these parameters used in GA6.0 are Cd = 4, Gs = 0.5,
Fc = 4 and ηsat = 0.25. These were identified in testing as
giving improved performance in terms of global model er-
rors in mid-latitude winds, surface pressure and geopotential
heights. As shown by Vosper (2015), who compared the drag
due to explicitly resolved processes in high-resolution sim-
ulations of flow over the steep mountainous island of South
Georgia with the parametrised drag at coarse resolution, the
5A scheme can be tuned to give a very accurate representa-
tion of the true surface-pressure drag and gravity-wave stress.
However, the parameters required to achieve optimal results
for an individual mountain range are in general not the same
as those which optimise global performance.
3.6 Non-orographic gravity-wave drag
Tuning the launch amplitude of the non-orographic
scheme (GA ticket #124)
As discussed in Sect. 2.7, the simulation of a realistic trop-
ical QBO in the UM relies on momentum supplied by the
spectral sub-grid non-orographic gravity-wave scheme. Al-
though this is notionally a “sub-grid” scheme, for the pe-
riod of the model’s QBO to match that observed in reality it
must model the breaking of both sub-grid waves and those on
larger scales that have been unrealistically damped by other
processes such as the model’s semi-implicit off-centring or
semi-Lagrangian advection scheme.
One major impact of the ENDGame dynamical core’s
reduced off-centring is that its semi-implicit time stepping
damps wave activity in the model far less than the dynam-
ical core used in GA4 and before. For gravity waves, the
most illustrative examples of this come from the improved
simulation of orographically forced lee-wave clouds in high-
resolution model simulations. A similar increase is seen in
non-zero phase speed gravity waves, however, which re-
quires a re-tune of the non-orographic scheme. The sim-
plest approach is to tune the amplitude of the launched
waves by adjusting the “launched spectrum-scale factor”
(Cl0), which has been reduced from ∼ 5.13× 10−9 s−2 in
GA4.0 to ∼ 4.10× 10−9 s−2 in GA6.0. In a pair of 25-year
atmosphere/land-only climate simulations at N96 and N216
resolution, the period of the QBO measured at 30 hPa is
32.3± 4.6 months and 28.8± 2.9 months respectively, com-
pared to a value of 27.0± 3.5 months from ERA-Interim,
which reflects the fact that the value of Cl0 was chosen
by tuning the QBO in an N216-resolution simulation. The
longer period at N96 is consistent with fewer resolved waves
to deposit momentum in the stratosphere at this lower reso-
lution, which suggests that our current approach of using the
simple scheme with a single global value of Cl0 may need
revisiting in future configurations in the context of the new
dynamical core.
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3.7 Convection
Increased entrainment rate for deep convection (GA
ticket #74)
In GA6.0 we alter the entrainment rate for deep convec-
tion to use a vertical profile similar to that used in GA3.0,
but with its magnitude increased by 25 %. The motivation
for this change is to improve the model’s representation of
the MJO (Madden and Julian, 1971), which is the dominant
mode of tropical intraseasonal variability, where large-scale
organised convection propagates from the Indian Ocean to
the Pacific with its convective and dynamical signatures af-
fecting weather patterns globally (see for example the re-
view in Lau and Waliser, 2005). Despite its importance in
the global climate system, the MJO is still poorly represented
in state-of-the-art climate models (Hung et al., 2013). Studies
show that model representations of the MJO can be improved
by changing specific aspects of their convection parametrisa-
tion schemes. Most models lack intraseasonal intermittency
in their precipitation (Lin et al., 2008; Xavier et al., 2010) and
changes that inhibit deep convection appear to be particu-
larly effective in improving the MJO (Wang and Schlesinger,
1999; Maloney and Hartmann, 2001; Lin et al., 2008; Zhang
and Mu, 2005; Kim and Kang, 2012). However, there has
been an apparent conflict between a model’s fidelity for the
MJO and its fidelity for the mean state (Kim et al., 2011).
Microphysical processes, such as the entrainment rate, can
have a significant impact on the properties of simulated con-
vection. This could also be relevant for large-scale processes
such as interactions between moisture and convection, be-
tween convection and dynamics and between clouds and ra-
diation, all of which have been suggested as being important
for the MJO. In this section we present a test of the impact
of entrainment and detrainment changes on the MJO, which
was used to motivate the change in GA6.0.
In the UM, the entrainment rate is a pressure dependant
function represented as
 = α(P/P∗)r , (11)
where  is the entrainment rate, p is the pressure at model
levels, P∗ is the surface pressure and α and r are user in-
put parameters. The mixing detrainment rate is related to the
entrainment by
δ = αdet(1−RH)2, (12)
where δ is the detrainment and RH is the relative humidity
with respect to water (at temperatures above 0 ◦C) or ice (at
temperatures below 0 ◦C) and αdet = 3.0 for both GA4.0 and
GA6.0. During the development of GA4.0, it was found that
a 50 % increase in the GA3.0 deep entrainment profile from
[α = 0.9, r = 1] to [α = 1.35, r = 1] resulted in improved
MJO characteristics and significant reductions in tropical er-
rors (tropical cyclones, the monsoon of South Asia, African
easterly waves, etc.; Klingaman and Woolnough, 2014; Bush
et al., 2015), but this change also increased model biases in
the upper troposphere. Motivated by this, GA4.0 used a sim-
ilar deep entrainment profile, but with α = 1.35 and r = 2
in Eq. (11) (shown in Fig. 3a). This profile gave higher en-
trainment rates at lower model levels (black curve in Fig. 3a)
and hence more low- and mid-level clouds to help feed the
convective moistening in the recharge phase of MJO convec-
tion. The profile has low entrainment rates at upper levels,
which were chosen to reduce the upper tropospheric cold bi-
ases introduced by the [α = 1.35, r = 1] profile. However,
this change did not lead to a significantly improved MJO sim-
ulation in GA4.0. This suggested the need to understand the
role of low- and mid-level entrainment on the humidity pro-
files and the MJO.
We conduct a set of idealised experiments to understand
the relative impact of higher entrainment in the lower and
mid-troposphere. Examples of the specified idealised en-
trainment profiles are shown in Fig. 3. In the first experi-
ment (Fig. 3a), [α = 1.35, r = 1] has been tested for the en-
tire model column. For the second experiment (Fig. 3b), an
[α = 1.35, r = 1] profile has been implemented for model
levels under 700 hPa and for the third experiment [α = 1.35,
r = 1] has been maintained for model levels between 700
and 400 hPa (Fig. 3c), whilst the rest of the levels follow a
[α = 1.35, r = 2] profile.
The process-based diagnostic we use to evaluate the con-
vective moistening is the composite of RH profiles for differ-
ent precipitation intensity bins (Fig. 4). This diagnostic has
been shown to be useful to compare the moisture sensitiv-
ity of deep convection in models with that in observations
(Xavier, 2012). The average behaviour of the changes in RH
transition from the low rainfall regime to the high rainfall
regime is evident from Fig. 4a. The increase in RH in the
mid-levels for moderate rainfall values is an indication of the
convective moistening in the observations. The GA4.0 base
line model has significant biases in representing this relation-
ship (Fig. 4b) with the model producing much lower RH for
low and high rainfall regimes.
Experiment 1, with increased deep entrainment (Fig. 3a,
[α = 1.35, r = 1]), introduces more moisture to the mid-
levels for moderate to intense precipitation intensities. A
large part of the changes from this experiment is reproduced
by experiment 3 (Fig. 3c), which has a higher entrainment
rate between 700 and 400 hPa. These higher entrainment
tests (1 and 3) produce an improved MJO amplitude of out-
going longwave radiation (OLR) compared to the GA4.0
control (not shown), which is confirmation that mid-level
moisture preconditioning is a critical element in improving
the modelling of the MJO and explains why the approach
attempted in GA4.0 was not successful in doing so.
As a result of the higher entrainment, however, the con-
vective plumes have a tendency to terminate at a lower level,
which can have a detrimental effect on the upper tropospheric
temperature biases (not shown). Therefore, in order to find a
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Figure 3. Examples of the idealised entrainment profiles for the experiments. Panel (a) shows the profiles of deep and mid-level entrainment
in GA4 and the test profile (expt) with [α = 1.35, r = 1]. Panel (b) shows the [α = 1.35, r = 1] profile for model levels under 700 hPa used
in the second experiment. For third experiment [α = 1.35, r = 1] is maintained for model levels between 700 and 400 hPa (c), whilst the rest
of the levels follow a [α = 1.35, r = 2] profile.
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Figure 4. (a) Composite profiles of relative humidity (RH) binned by daily average rain rate (mmday−1) over the Indian Ocean–western
Pacific region (15◦S–15◦ N, 50–150◦ E) from ERA-Interim reanalysis (Berrisford et al., 2009, referred to as obs). The 70 % RH contour is
plotted with a thick line. Panel (b) is the difference between the RH composite from obs and the GA4.0 control experiment with [α = 1.35,
r = 2]. Panel (c) shows the difference in RH composites between the experiment with [α = 1.125, r = 1] (GA6.0 profile) and the control
(GA4.0).
balance between including the MJO and other tropical phe-
nomena discussed above and limiting any increase in up-
per tropospheric temperature biases, an intermediate entrain-
ment profile with [α = 1.125, r = 1] has been chosen for
GA6.0 (shown as the red line in Fig. 3a). Figure 5 shows
the wavenumber–frequency power spectra of OLR from the
GA4.0 baseline, the GA6.0 profile with α = 1.125, r = 1 and
from the NOAA satellite observations. The eastward MJO
power has been significantly improved in the 10–90-day band
in the experiment compared to the GA4.0 baseline. There is
no substantial reduction in the westward power for equato-
rial Rossby waves, however, unlike in the experiments with
α = 1.35, r = 1.
Safety checks in the convection scheme (GA ticket #49)
An investigation of some numerical model failures with GA3
and GA4 revealed a few areas of unsafe code in the convec-
tion scheme. A series of changes known as the “convection
safety checks” were introduced to prevent such problems. At
present, the convection scheme works on profiles valid part
way through a model time step, which can contain small,
negative moisture values. There are already checks to stop
the convection scheme seeing negative profiles of cloud con-
densate, so this change adds checks to prevent the convection
scheme seeing negative water vapour.
In GA configurations, the convection scheme is sub-
stepped; i.e. there are two calls to convection per model time
step. Sometimes, the shallow or deep scheme fails to convect,
often on the second sub-step, but still produces an increment
to the prognostic fields. There are also some cases where the
deep or mid-level convection scheme fails to convect prop-
erly, producing an ascent with negative CAPE. Failed or un-
realistic convective ascents are now prevented from incre-
menting the model prognostics.
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Figure 5. Wavenumber–frequency power spectra of boreal winter outgoing longwave radiation from (a) GA4.0, (b) GA4.0 but with the GA6
entrainment profile and (c) from NOAA satellite estimates.
3.8 Atmospheric aerosols and chemistry
Improved treatment of the indirect aerosol effect when
using aerosol climatologies (GA ticket #32 and 65)
In GA3.0 and GA4.0 simulations that do not include the
prognostic aerosol scheme, the direct aerosol effect (i.e.
the reflection, absorption and scattering of radiation by the
aerosol itself) is treated with the same method as in prognos-
tic aerosol simulations, but uses 3-D speciated climatolog-
ical aerosol masses rather than masses from the prognostic
scheme. This not only gives a realistic spatial and temporal
representation of the aerosol fields, but also ensures that the
interaction of these climatologies with the radiation scheme
is identical to that in prognostic aerosol simulations, which
ensures traceability between these different implementations
of the GA configuration. For the indirect effects (i.e. the
impact of the aerosol on the number and hence the radia-
tive impact/properties of cloud droplets and the impact of
the number of droplets on their size and hence the removal
of moisture and clouds through precipitation), an extremely
simple approach was adopted. This assumed a fixed poten-
tial droplet number concentration of 100 cm−3 over model
sea points (representing relatively clean maritime air masses)
and 300 cm−3 over land points (representing more polluted
continental air). This was shown by Mulcahy et al. (2014) to
lead to large cloud and radiation biases, particularly in clean
air regions over land such as northern Canada, where the as-
sumed aerosol loadings are considerably too high.
In GA6.0 we address this by extending the use of our spe-
ciated aerosol climatologies to the indirect aerosol effects.
We do this by combining the climatologies already used
for the direct effect with the parametrisation of Jones et al.
(1994, 2001) already used in prognostic aerosol simulations
to provide a climatological potential cloud droplet number to
be used by the radiation and the microphysics schemes.
Reverted roughness lengths used for aerosol dry
deposition (GA ticket #63)
As discussed in Sect. 4.5.2 of Walters et al. (2014), another
known problem in GA4.0/GL4.0 was that the changes to the
ratio of surface roughness lengths for heat/moisture to those
for momentum (z0 h/z0 m) listed in Table 3 of that publica-
tion had an unexpected impact on aerosol deposition. In par-
ticular, the increase in z0 h for trees to be larger than z0 m
by-passed the resistance to exchange from the laminar flow
layer such that, over forested tiles, aerosols were deposited
far too easily. This has been rectified in GA6.0/GL6.0 by
removing the direct link between heat/moisture exchange
and aerosol deposition and introducing an additional rough-
ness length, z0,CLASSIC, which is only used in deposition
of prognostics in the “CLASSIC” aerosol scheme. The ratio
z0,CLASSIC/z0 m for all surface types has then been reverted
to the value of 0.1 that was used for heat and moisture prior to
GL4.0. Figure 6 shows the impact of this change on the total
aerosol optical depth (AOD) during September–November
(SON) in a 10-year N96 atmosphere/land-only climate sim-
ulation, where the filled contours show the values from the
model and the filled squares show the equivalent fields from
the climatology of the AERONET sun photometer network
(Holben et al., 1998). As expected, the largest impact can be
seen in the forested areas of central Africa and South Amer-
ica, where during this season the production of biomass burn-
ing aerosol reaches its peak. An investigation of the aerosol
budget confirms that in the GA4.0/GL4.0 control, the ma-
jority of biomass burning aerosol is deposited back to the
surface before it is transported away from its original source,
whilst with the reduced z0,CLASSIC, the increased resistance
to deposition allows for more remote transport and hence
a larger average loading. The plot shows that locally this
improves the agreement with the observations, whilst away
from these regions there is little impact on the aerosol load-
ing. Globally, the root mean square (RMS) error in AOD is
reduced by about 5 %.
3.9 Land surface and hydrology: Global Land 6.0
Improved treatment of the surface albedo (GA ticket #96
and GL ticket #8)
JULES models the albedo of the land surface by specifying
an individual albedo for each surface tile at each grid box. In
GL4.0, the snow-free albedo of bare soil is spatially varying
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Table 3. The difference in root mean square error vs. observations in a number of extra-tropical performance measures due to reducing
the CAPE timescale from 1 h to 30 min in a set of 24 N320-resolution forecast case studies run from operational ECMWF analyses. The
parameters are pressure at mean sea level vs. synoptic observations (PMSL) and geopotential heights and vector wind errors vs. radiosondes
at 500 and 250 hPa respectively (8500 hPa, v250 hPa).
Parameter RMS error (GA6.0) RMS error (GA6.0 + 30 min CAPE ts) % diff
T+24 NH PMSL (hPa) 1.408 1.405 −0.2
T+48 NH PMSL (hPa) 1.813 1.800 −0.7
T+72 NH PMSL (hPa) 2.405 2.380 −1.1
T+96 NH PMSL (hPa) 3.287 3.261 −0.8
T+120 NH PMSL (hPa) 4.123 4.100 −0.6
T+24 NH 8500 hPa (dm) 1.359 1.350 −0.7
T+48 NH 8500 hPa (dm) 1.751 1.738 −0.7
T+72 NH 8500 hPa (dm) 2.353 2.330 −1.0
T+24 NH xv250 hPa (ms−1) 5.117 5.069 −0.9
T+24 SH PMSL (hPa) 1.238 1.235 −0.2
T+48 SH PMSL (hPa) 1.601 1.605 +0.2
T+72 SH PMSL (hPa) 2.193 2.182 −0.5
T+96 SH PMSL (hPa) 2.810 2.765 −1.6
T+120 SH PMSL (hPa) 3.689 3.602 −2.4
T+24 SH 8500 hPa (dm) 1.387 1.363 −1.8
T+48 SH 8500 hPa (dm) 1.725 1.699 −1.5
T+72 SH 8500 hPa (dm) 2.160 2.120 −1.9
T+24 SH v250 hPa (ms−1) 5.606 5.538 −1.2
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(a) GA4.0/GL4.0 total aerosol optical depth at 0.44 microns (SON)
Mean: 0.169 RMSE v. AERONET: 0.145
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(b) New deposition total aerosol optical depth at 0.44 microns (SON)
Mean: 0.187 RMSE v. AERONET: 0.137
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Figure 6. Mean total aerosol optical depth during SON from (a) a 10-year N96 atmosphere/land-only climate simulation using GA4.0/GL4.0
and (b) an equivalent simulation using z0,CLASSIC/z0 m = 0.1 compared to climatological values from the AERONET sun photometer
network (filled squares in both plots).
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Figure 7. Mean bias (left) and RMS error (right) in screen-level
temperature vs. observations over North American land from a set
of 12 N320-resolution forecast case studies from summer 2011 and
2012 run from operational ECMWF analyses.
using the climatology of Houldcroft et al. (2008), whilst for
each of the other surface types we use a single global value
fitted to this dataset via the approach described in Brooks
et al. (2011). For vegetated tiles, this is combined with the
bare soil albedo and the leaf area index according to Monsi
and Saeki (1953) to account for seasonally varying vegeta-
tion; each tile’s albedo is then updated further in the presence
of snow.
The spatial variability of the albedo is well observed and
whilst the approach used in GL4.0 can reproduce these ob-
servations reasonably well, there are still limitations to using
a single value for the snow-free albedo for each surface type.
In GL6.0, we improve on this approach by using a climato-
logical snow-free albedo based on the GlobAlbedo dataset of
Muller et al. (2012). In order to preserve contrast between the
different surface types, we combine this climatology with the
current approach by calculating a “first guess” albedo in each
grid box using the same method as in GL4.0; the snow-free
albedo of each tile is then scaled (within limits to stop unre-
alistic values) until the grid box mean albedo best matches
the value in the climatology. This maintains sensible differ-
ences between the tile albedos, but produces a final albedo
that agrees well with observations.
Note that the approach of using an observed albedo is not
suitable for climate change experiments that include a change
in land usage. Such simulations should revert to the original
approach of specifying an albedo for each surface type, but
we recommend that the present-day simulations are used as
a benchmark with which to improve on the values used in
Brooks et al. (2011).
The impact of this change is to improve the surface en-
ergy budget of the model, which specifically improves near-
surface temperature errors over continental land in the sum-
mer hemisphere. Figure 7 shows the impact of this change on
the growth of temperature errors compared to screen obser-
vations over North American land in a set of 12 forecast case
studies from the summers of 2011 and 2012 run at N320 res-
olution (approximately 40 km in the mid-latitudes) from in-
dependent (operational ECMWF) analyses. This also shows
the combined improvement from both the albedo climatol-
ogy and the reduced (1 h) radiation time step discussed in
Sect. 3.3.
Changes to the roughness length of sea ice (GL ticket
#32)
As documented in Walters et al. (2011), the GL3.0 “trunk”
configuration on which both GL4.0 and GL6.0 are built and
the GL3.1 “branch” configuration used for operational global
NWP used very different values for the roughness length of
sea ice. In GL3.1 we used a momentum roughness length of
3.2 mm for pack ice and 100 mm for marginal ice, whilst in
GL3.0 we assumed a roughness length of 0.5 mm for both.
GL3.1 used the original default values in first the UM and
then the JULES code base, which were never altered in oper-
ational NWP. The values used in GL3.0 had been previously
tuned to improve the simulation of sea ice flow in a previous
coupled climate configuration of the UM (McLaren et al.,
2006).
Experimental determinations of the roughness length of
sea ice have been performed at only a few locations and
have yielded varying results. What evidence there is, how-
ever, suggests that drag coefficients were underestimated in
GL3.0, but overestimated in GL3.1. Weiss et al. (2011) re-
port measurements over the Weddell Sea and suggest rough-
ness lengths of 0.45 mm for young ice and 4.1 mm for pack
ice. For marginal ice, Andreas (2011) compiled the measured
drag coefficients from various studies. Mostly, the drag coef-
ficient lies in the range of 0.001–0.0025 (corresponding to
roughness lengths of ≈ 0.03–3.35 mm), although a few ob-
servations of drag coefficients of 0.004 (roughness length
≈ 18 mm) have been reported.
Global NWP trials using data assimilation show improved
verification of Southern Hemisphere winds and sea-level
pressure with the larger GL3.1 values, whilst coupled climate
simulations show only a small sensitivity of the climatologi-
cal sea ice simulation, so pragmatically we have adopted the
GL3.1 settings in GL6.0. We will further investigate these
settings in the development of future configurations.
3.10 Ancillary files and forcing data
The only significant change to ancillary files in GA6.0 is the
inclusion of the new snow-free land surface albedo ancillary,
derived from the GlobAlbedo dataset described in Muller
et al. (2012), which is required for the improved treatment
of the land surface albedo discussed in Sect. 3.9.
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4 Differences between Global Atmosphere/Global
Land 6.1 and Global Atmosphere/Global Land 6.0
As with previous GA configurations, the operational im-
plementation of GA6/GL6 in the Met Office operational
global NWP system includes a small number of scientific
differences from the GA6.0/GL6.0 “trunk”, although the
number of these differences has significantly reduced since
GA3.1/GL3.1 (Walters et al., 2011). For completeness, how-
ever, we recognise this by defining it as a “branch” configu-
ration, which we label GA6.1/GL6.1. These differences are
documented below.
4.1 Convection
4.1.1 CAPE closure timescale
The UM’s timescale for CAPE closure is a parameter that has
received a lot of attention in recent rounds of model develop-
ment. Using a longer CAPE timescale has been shown to re-
duce the spatio-temporal intermittency of the UM’s convec-
tion scheme by reducing its tendency to remove most of the
convective instability in a single time step, which in turn can
improve the mean-state representation of regional phenom-
ena such as the climatological monsoon of South Asia. Us-
ing a shorter CAPE timescale, however, improves the mod-
elling of more intense tropical systems, such as tropical cy-
clones, and improves the short-range extra-tropical predic-
tion skill of the model. This latter point is illustrated in Ta-
ble 3, which shows the reduction in forecast errors from re-
ducing the CAPE timescale from 1 h to 30 min in a set of 24
forecast cases. The reduction in RMS errors is small, but al-
most always beneficial and is achieved without affecting the
variability of the forecast as measured by the standard devi-
ations (not shown). Similar results have been found in full
data assimilation trials run over multiple periods and with
multiple baseline configurations.
The CAPE timescale of 1 h used in GA6.0 was chosen as a
compromise between two extremes. Operationally, however,
it has been hard to justify the small but consistent reduc-
tion in predictability associated with increasing the CAPE
timescale from the previously operational value of 30 min
used in GA3.1. For this reason, the GA6.1 configuration used
for operational global NWP continues to use this shorter
CAPE timescale. Our belief is that the lack of a single pa-
rameter value suitable for all purposes exposes a weakness
in the current parametrisation and suggests that an alterna-
tive approach is required, such as a dynamically diagnosed
CAPE timescale or an alternative convective closure.
4.2 Land surface and hydrology: Global Land 6.1
4.2.1 Aggregated surface tile
In addition to the CAPE timescale, another long-standing dif-
ference between operational global NWP and other opera-
tional configurations of the UM is that the former (including
GL3.1) has always performed its land surface calculations
over a single land surface tile with the aggregated properties
of the nine individual surface types rather than performing
these in parallel and aggregating the resulting fluxes. Initial
investigations have shown that this is due to the Bowen ratio
(i.e. the ratio of sensible to latent heating at the land surface)
being higher in the nine-tile model, leading to large near-
surface warm biases and near-surface low-pressure biases in
some regions during local summer.
It is not yet clear whether the “improved” performance of
the aggregated tile is due to a deficiency in the nine-tile ap-
proach (possibly due to errors in the specification of surface
parameters) or due to some aspect of the global NWP sys-
tem having been developed to perform well with a one-tile
model (e.g. the details of the land surface data assimilation).
In the absence of having made progress in understanding this
issue, therefore, GL6.1 continues to use the aggregated tile
approach that was used operationally with GL3.1. Because
the aggregated tile approach is incompatible with holding
snow on the vegetation canopy and with the use of the “in-
land water canopy” for modelling lakes, these schemes are
also dropped from GL6.1. Finally, it is impossible to sensi-
bly aggregate the thermal and momentum roughness lengths
(respectively labelled z0 h and z0 m) using the range of values
of z0 h/z0 m from Table 3 of Walters et al. (2014), so in GL6.1
the value of z0 h/z0 m for broadleaf and needle-leaved trees is
reduced from the GL6.0 value of 1.65 to the GL3.0 value of
0.1.
4.2.2 Thermal conductivity of sea ice
Rae et al. (2015) described the development of the Global
Sea Ice 6.0 (GSI6) configuration of the Los Alamos CICE sea
ice model (Hunke and Lipscombe, 2010), which was devel-
oped in parallel to GA6.0/GL6.0 for use in coupled simula-
tions as part of the Global Coupled model 2.0 (GC2) config-
uration (Williams et al., 2015). For consistency between the
Global Land configuration in coupled and uncoupled sim-
ulations, where changes to GSI6.0 included changes to the
JULES land surface model, we have included these same
changes in our GA/GL simulations.
For one set of parameters, namely the thermal conductiv-
ity of sea ice and snow on top of sea ice (labelled κice and
κsnow respectively), we omitted making these changes in pre-
operational NWP tests of GA6.1/GL6.1. Rather than fixing
this issue, which would have required an additional round
of trialling and a delay to operational implementation, we
decided to include this change in the definition of GL6.1.
The values of these parameters are shown in Table 4. As the
presence of this difference was accidental, this will be re-
moved in the next Global Land release. With prescribed sea
ice fractions and thicknesses, the impact of these differences
on an uncoupled GA/GL simulation are small, but non-zero.
This is because the sea ice in these simulations is specified
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Table 4. Thermal conductivity of sea ice in GL6.0 and GL6.1.
Parameter GL6.0 (& GSI6.0) GL6.1
κice 2.63 Wm−1 K−1 2.09 Wm−1 K−1
κsnow 0.50 Wm−1 K−1 0.31 Wm−1 K−1
(b) GL6.1 – GL6.0 sea-sea ice
surface temperature (JJA) 
(a) GL6.1 – GL6.0 sea-sea ice
surface temperature (DJF) 
Temperature difference (K)
–1.0 1.0 ––0.5 0.50.0 1.0 1.0–0.5 0.50.0
Temperature difference (K)
Figure 8. The difference in mean day 1 surface temperature over
sea ice between GL6.1 and GL6.0 in sets of 12 N320-resolution
forecast case studies run from operational ECMWF analyses in
(a) December-January-February 2010/11 and 2011/12 (DJF) and
(b) June-July-August 2011 and 2012 (JJA).
with a fixed temperature at ice base, such that the sea ice
surface temperature is dependent on its thermal conductivity.
As shown in Fig. 8, in the winter hemisphere, where the near-
surface air temperature is much colder than the freezing point
of seawater, the reduced thermal conductivity in GL6.1 leads
to a warmer surface temperature over sea ice. In the summer
hemisphere (not shown), where the thermal gradient through
the sea ice is much smaller, there is very little difference in
the ice surface temperatures between the two configurations.
5 Model evaluation
In this section we illustrate the combined impact of the GA5
and GA6 changes on model performance. For most sys-
tems, the baseline used is the last documented configura-
tion of GA4, but for NWP forecasts, we compare the GA6.1
configuration with the previous operational configuration of
GA3.1. The difference between these operational systems in-
cludes the impact of changes in GA4, but we will not fo-
cus on these here. On implementing the NWP upgrade, we
also upgraded the resolution of the deterministic NWP fore-
casts from N512 (approximately 25 km in the mid-latitudes)
to N768 (approximately 17 km) and we include this impact
in some figures where relevant.
Figure 9. Eddy kinetic energy from sets of 12 3-day forecasts run
from ECMWF analyses as a function of resolution compared to the
verifying analyses reconfigured to those resolutions. Cubic interpo-
lation of the departure point is used in the simulations shown in
this plot; however, the black asterisk marks GA4 at N96 with quasi-
cubic interpolation.
5.1 Extra-tropical and tropical variability
The largest impact of the ENDGame dynamical core is the
reduced implicit damping that comes from the reduced off-
centring in its semi-implicit time stepping. As discussed in
Sect. 3.1, for “New Dynamics” to remain numerically sta-
ble, its time stepping was set to be more implicit, which
had the impact that previous GA configurations could not
maintain sufficient mid-latitude variability. Figure 9 shows
the global mean eddy kinetic energy (EKE) from a set of 3-
day forecasts as a function of horizontal resolution in GA
configurations before and after the inclusion of ENDGame.
With ENDGame (GA5), the EKE is increased in all resolu-
tions and the ENDGame simulation at N21 (approximately
60 km in the mid-latitudes) displays higher EKE than N768
New Dynamics (GA4). The difference in EKE between dif-
ferent resolutions between N216 and N768 in GA5 is much
smaller than in GA4 and the value is very close to the re-
gridded verifying ECMWF analyses by N512. At N96 res-
olution (approximately 135 km in the mid-latitudes), earlier
configurations used ECMWF “quasi-cubic” rather than cu-
bic horizontal interpolation for the departure point in the
semi-Lagrangian advection scheme (illustrated in Fig. 2 of
Ritchie et al., 1995). This was originally introduced for com-
putational efficiency and numerical stability, but also had the
effect of increasing the EKE. Moving to ENDGame has per-
mitted the use of the more accurate cubic interpolation at this
resolution, bringing it into line with higher-resolution simu-
lations, whilst maintaining the EKE so as to be comparable to
its previous level. However, this does mean that N96 climate
simulations do not exhibit the same increase in EKE with the
upgrade to GA6 that is seen at other resolutions. Also, this
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Figure 10. Bias in extra-tropical cyclone intensity (measured by 850 hPa relative vorticity) as a function of forecast lead time from data
assimilation trials run through November–December 2012. This is obtained from cyclone tracking using Reading University’s TRACK
algorithm (Hodges, 1995). Red is the previously operational GA3.1. Blue and green show GA6.1 trials at N512 and N768 respectively.
Figure 11. Mean tropical cyclone central pressure bias during data
assimilation trials run from June to September 2012. Reproduced
from Heming (2016), but with altered labels in the legend.
increases the difference in variability between this resolution
and the resolutions above.
Consistent with the loss of EKE in earlier configurations,
Froude (2010) showed a drop in the intensity of extra-tropical
cyclones through the forecast in GA3.1, which we demon-
strate here in Fig. 10. At N512, this is largely addressed by
the inclusion of ENDGame in GA6.1 with a subsequent hor-
izontal resolution increase to N768 having little additional
impact. This shows some sign that cyclones in GA6.1 may be
overly intense relative to analyses. This was also suggested
by Mittermaier et al. (2015), who performed a different type
of feature tracking, but came to similar conclusions: that cy-
clones and jets had both become stronger in GA6 and are
now occasionally too intense. Subsequent analysis has sug-
gested that this over-intensification may be due to issues with
the bias correction of satellite data in the analysis, which are
being addressed.
In the tropics the most significant impact of GA6 is an im-
provement in the representation of tropical cyclones, which
comes from a combination of ENDGame and the increased
deep entrainment rate in the convection scheme. The bene-
fits of this for short-range tropical cyclone forecasts (which
include a 7 % reduction in forecast track error for a given res-
Figure 12. Central pressure evolution from successive forecasts for
Typhoon Bolaven from data assimilation trials. The red lines are
GA3.1 at N512 and green are GA6 at N768.
olution) is discussed fully by Heming (2016). Here, Fig. 11
(reproduced from Heming, 2016) illustrates the improvement
in tropical cyclone intensity. A marked weak bias in GA3.1 is
considerably reduced in GA6.1, most notably at longer lead
times (as shown by the reduced central pressure bias). A fur-
ther improvement is gained from the increase in horizontal
resolution. A good example of the changes in forecast in-
tensity throughout the lifetime of a tropical cyclone is pro-
vided by Fig. 12, which shows successive forecasts for the
central pressure of Typhoon Bolaven – which made landfall
over North Korea on 28 August 2012 – compared to the of-
ficial estimates of its “observed” pressure. GA6.1 has much
deeper central pressures, and generally deepen at a compa-
rable rate to what is observed. However, the pressures at the
beginning of each subsequent forecast are not much deeper
than in the control. This is consistent with the general weak
bias at analysis time in Fig. 11 and illustrates that the anal-
ysis cannot capture the intensities sustainable by the model
and observed in the true system. Heming (2016) discussed
subsequent changes to assimilate central pressures, which
have a positive impact on this analysis error. Another fea-
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Figure 13. Tropical power spectra derived from surface precipitation fields between 15◦ S and 15◦ N (following Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999)
for GA4.0 (left), GA6.0 (centre) and as observed from TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission; Huffman et al., 2007) data (right).
Model data are from 20-year N96 atmosphere/land-only climate simulations.
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Figure 14. JJA precipitation rate (mmday−1) in an N96 atmosphere/land-only climate simulation using GA6.0 (a), the difference from
GA4.0 (b) and the bias against GPCP (Global Precipitation Climatology Project; Adler et al., 2003) for GA4.0 (c) and GA6.0 (d).
ture illustrated by this example, which is present primarily in
tropical cyclones that move polewards into the sub-tropics, is
the over-intensification towards the end of the forecast. This
tends to occur in situations where the real cyclone loses in-
tensity before landfall, which the model is usually unable to
capture. One hypothesis for this is that the reduction in in-
tensity in the real system is due to the cyclone removing heat
energy from the upper levels of the ocean, and hence reduc-
ing a source of energy for further intensification. This process
is not represented in the current NWP system, which uses a
fixed sea surface temperature and hence a limitless source of
heat energy.
Elsewhere, the spectrum of tropical variability has be-
come richer, with the introduction of ENDGame particu-
larly increasing eastward propagating Kelvin wave activity
(Fig. 13). As noted above, the increased entrainment rate has
also improved the MJO signal, although westward propagat-
ing Rossby waves with wavenumbers greater than 2 remain
weak.
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Figure 15. Variance of daily rainfall (mm2 day−2) for a 72-day period during data assimilation trials in July–September 2012. The observa-
tions (on the left) are from the Indian National Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (NCMRWF) merged satellite gauge (NMSG)
product (Mitra et al., 2009). The model data to the right of this are from N512 GA3.1 forecasts (top), N512 GA6.1 (centre) and N768 GA6.1
(bottom).
5.2 Surface weather
GA6 brings significant changes to the geographical distribu-
tion of climatological rainfall (Fig. 14). Overall the spatial
RMS error of this climatology is slightly reduced; however,
the existing dry bias over central and western Africa in June–
August is exacerbated, as is the dry bias over the Maritime
Continent in December–February (not shown).
On climate timescales, the large dry bias over India per-
sists; however, on shorter timescales the distribution and vari-
ability of rainfall over India, such as precipitation associ-
ated with monsoon depressions, is improved (as illustrated
in Fig. 15), increasing the utility of the model for NWP over
the region.
In the mid-latitudes, precipitation associated with frontal
features has become sharper and precipitation generally ap-
pears more organised with less spurious light rain. This is
due to a combination of the increased intensity of fronts (i.e.
another example of reduced damping with ENDGame) and
physics improvements from GA4 (e.g. the improved repre-
sentation of the drizzle size distribution). Subjective feed-
back from forecasters suggests that this is an improvement.
Figure 16 illustrates these points and shows a case that re-
sulted in disruptive heavy rain across south-western UK. In
this case GA6.1 gave a signal for this event more than 4 days
in advance, which compares with a signal given just over 2
days in advance from the control. Objectively, the reduction
in spurious light rain is reflected in the SEEPS (Stable Equi-
table Error in Probability Space; Rodwell et al., 2010) score
which is improved by 2 % globally, mostly from situations
that are forecast to have relatively light precipitation (com-
pared with climatology) but are actually dry, particularly in
the tropics.
Williams and Bodas-Salcedo (2017) conducted a detailed
evaluation of cloud in GA6 against a range of observational
data and conclude generally good performance, although
there is excess optically thin cirrus and boundary layer cloud
is too optically thick. This generally good performance is re-
flected in the top-of-atmosphere radiation errors, which are
reduced in GA6 compared with GA4 (illustrated for the re-
flected shortwave radiation in Fig. 17). Most notably the
overly reflective sub-tropical boundary layer cloud on the
eastern side of ocean basins is reduced.
Additionally, GA6.1 delivers a global improvement in
near-surface temperature errors due to the radiative improve-
ments shown in Fig. 7 and the use of aerosol climatolo-
gies for the indirect aerosol effect, and an improvement in
near-surface wind errors (not shown) due to ENDGame’s im-
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Figure 16. 108 h forecast rainfall rates from the N512 GA3.1 (left) and N768 GA6.1 trial (right), valid from 12:00 UTC 7 July 2012.
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Figure 17. Top of atmosphere reflected shortwave radiation (Wm−2) in N96 atmosphere/land-only climate simulations of GA6.0 and GA4.0
compared with CERES EBAF (Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System – Energy Balanced and Filled dataset; Loeb et al., 2009). The
layout is the same as in Fig. 14.
proved representation of fronts and cyclones, and improve-
ments from the 5A gravity wave-drag scheme. These im-
provements are important as the increase in the resolution
of global NWP models means they are increasingly used for
surface weather prediction in addition to modelling the large-
scale flow. In particular, the upgrade from N512 GA3.1 to
N768 GA6.1 led to a 4–5 % global increase in the Met Office
near-surface weather index, which includes the verification
of screen-level temperature, near-surface wind, precipitation,
cloud amount, cloud base height and visibility. Over Europe,
this means that the ≈ 17 km global NWP model now outper-
forms the previously operational 12 km limited-area model,
which is a justification for its retirement in 2014.
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5.3 Mean error structure and large-scale flow
Despite the large number of differences between GA6 and
GA4, the mean tropospheric temperature structures of their
model climatologies are broadly similar. In the stratosphere,
however, GA6 is cooler away from the tropical tropopause
region, as illustrated in Fig. 18. In contrast, GA5 is notably
different with a very large warm bias of more than 6 K in
the climatological mean at the tropical tropopause. This re-
gion includes the coldest temperatures that air parcels en-
counter during their ascent from the troposphere into the
stratosphere, which itself limits the transport of moisture into
the warmer regions of the stratosphere (Fueglistaler et al.,
2013; Zahn et al., 2014). This means that temperature bi-
ases in this region can lead to moisture biases throughout
the stratosphere, which in turn will affect chemical processes
simulated within Earth system models. The warm bias in
GA5 was introduced by ENDGame’s replacement of the
“New Dynamics” non-interpolating in the vertical advection
of potential temperature with a fully 3-D semi-Lagrangian
scheme, which in turn was alleviated in GA6 by using cu-
bic Hermite rather than cubic Lagrange vertical interpolation
for this variable. Although this interpolation change makes
the advection scheme a lower order and hence slightly less
accurate in general, it is more accurate in regions of strong
gradients, such at the tropopause (Hardiman et al., 2015).
For NWP runs, the upgrade from GA3.1 to GA6.1 has
only a small impact on a basket of skill scores based on
those exchanged between centres under the WMO’s Com-
mission for Basic Systems (CBS) to measure the accuracy of
the large-scale flow (not shown). Since ENDGame increases
the intensity of cyclones, fronts and jets, etc., in isolation
this would tend to reduce scores due to a double penalty
in calculating the RMS error in situations where the posi-
tion of a feature is in error. Improvements in the accuracy
of the forecasts from improvements in resolution, dynamics
and physics changes alleviate this problem by offsetting the
reduction from the more active dynamical core. One area in
which NWP forecasts have deteriorated in the final package
is in upper-level tropical wind speeds (Fig. 19). The wind
speeds are increased, which reduces a negative bias against
observations, but results in an increased RMS error. The wind
speed increase is a result of the combination of ENDGame,
removing vertical diffusion in this region and increasing the
convective entrainment rate, which are changes critical to
other model improvements documented here.
Figure 18. DJF zonal mean temperature bias in N96
atmosphere/land-only climate simulations compared to ERA-
Interim. The panels from top to bottom are GA4.0, GA5.0 and
GA6.0 respectively.
5.4 Problems identified with GA6.0/GL6.0
5.4.1 Problems with GA6 orography files
The Central Ancillary Programme code used to generate UM
ancillary files for GA6 originally contained an error when
rewritten for the ENDGame grid, which led to an O(100 m)
“step” in the mean orography fields across the Greenwich
meridian near the South Pole and a localised flattening in
the rows closest to the pole. This code has since been fixed
and these errors removed; the resulting ancillaries will be of-
ficially part of GA7, but were also applied operationally in
the Met Office global NWP suite on top of GA6.1 in August
2015.
5.4.2 Noise in the upper-level wind fields near the poles
High-resolution global simulations using GA6.0 (i.e. simu-
lations at a horizontal resolution of N512 and above) have
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Figure 19. 250 hPa tropical winds from the GA3.1 (red) and GA6.1
at N512 (blue) and N768 (green) compared with radiosondes: mean
wind speed bias (top left), difference from GA3.1 (top right), RMS
error (bottom left) and difference in RMS error (bottom right).
exhibited problems with numerical noise in the meridional
wind near the poles in the topmost few levels (i.e. at altitudes
of 65 km and above). Usually, these are limited to the few
rows closest to the pole, but during periods of strong upper-
level cross-polar flow, this noise can be advected away from
the pole and cause problems with model stability.
It is unclear whether the source of this noise is a feature of
ENDGame, or whether it was also present in New Dynamics
but removed by its aggressive polar filter. We have shown,
however, that this noise can be significantly reduced by in-
creasing the accuracy to which the linear Helmholtz equation
is solved. So in GA7.0 we will be reducing the “tolerance”
used in the iterative Helmholtz solver by an order of magni-
tude. This change was also applied operationally in the Met
Office global NWP suite on top of GA6.1 in August 2015.
5.4.3 Non-conservation of potential temperature
As discussed in Sect. 3.1, ENDGame requires a mass fixer
run every time step to conserve the dry mass of the atmo-
sphere. For some time, climate configurations of the UM
have also used conservative advection algorithms, such as
those described in Priestley (1993), in the advection of moist
prognostics to conserve total atmospheric moisture from one
time step to another. Since the freeze of the GA6 configura-
tion, we have found that ENDGame also requires a similar
conservation algorithm applied to mass-weighted dry virtual
potential temperature, which is otherwise not conserved. Cli-
mate models using GA6 will still enforce the conservation
of energy by application of a daily global energy correction
step, but this error can still lead to localised heating errors
such as those observed at and around the tropical tropopause
(Hardiman et al., 2015). For this reason, this error will be
addressed in GA7.
6 Summary and conclusions
The inclusion of the ENDGame dynamical core is an im-
portant upgrade to the Global Atmosphere configuration of
the UM. ENDGame maintains the benefits of “New Dynam-
ics”, whilst improving on its accuracy, stability and scalabil-
ity. The improved accuracy significantly reduces the model’s
implicit damping, leading to a beneficial improvement to var-
ious modes of variability, such as the depth of extra-tropical
cyclones and the definition of frontal systems. The improved
stability now allows us to perform high-resolution climate
simulations (at resolutions of N512 and above) for hundreds
of years without experiencing model failures and the im-
proved scalability means that we can continue to upgrade the
resolution of the deterministic global NWP model over the
next few years by taking advantage of the increasing number
of processing cores in modern supercomputers4. The physics
upgrades developed and implemented alongside ENDGame
have further improved modes of tropical variability, such as
tropical cyclones and the MJO, and led to improvements in
the model’s representation of surface weather.
The development of GA6 has benefited from the coordina-
tion of effort provided by a seamless model development pro-
cess. Rather than a large number of scientists and scientific
software engineers working solely on upgrading the dynam-
ical core in their system and focusing on their own perfor-
mance measures, we were able to focus the same amount of
effort on upgrading the GA “trunk” configuration and study-
4Despite the advances from ENDGame, the use of a regular
longitude–latitude grid and its extremely fine grid spacing near the
poles will eventually cause a barrier to further operational global
resolution upgrades. For this reason, research has already started
on the next-generation dynamical core (named GungHo), which we
expect to replace ENDGame in the next decade. Being developed in
collaboration between Met Office scientists, NERC academics from
across the UK and STFC computational scientists from the Hartree
Centre, GungHo will be part of a completely new Unified Model
that will deliver the step change in scalability required to continue
to exploit future generations of computers.
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Table 5. A sample of Met Office operational prediction systems that have implemented configurations based on GA6 and the date of their
implementation.
System Configuration-/system-related options Date implemented/used
Global NWP suite
N768 GA6.1/GL6.1 deterministic global model
July 2014
N400 GA6.1/GL6.1 24-member global ensemble
Monthly-to-seasonal forecast system N216 GA6.0/GL6.0 (as part of coupled GC2) February 2015
Decadal prediction system N216 GA6.0/GL6.0 (as part of coupled GC2) December 2014
Idealised climate change experiments N96/N216 GA6.0/GL6.0 (as part of coupled HadGEM3-GC2) throughout 2014–2015
Air-quality forecast model 12 km GA6.0/GL6.0 limited-area UK domain March 2016
with prognostic chemistry and aerosol fields
Table 6. Identifiers for a set of GA6.0/GL6.0 reference simulations across a number of UM code versions and systems/applications. Five letter
identifiers beginning with a. . . and s. . . are Tcl/Tk-based UM user interface and cycling suite control system user interface jobs respectively.
Six character identifiers beginning with mi-a. . . are Rose suites held in the original Met Office internal repository and identifiers beginning
with u-a. . . are more recent Rose suites held on the Met Office Science Repository Service in which we now hold and develop the UM and
JULES code. Identifiers marked in bold denote those used in the original assessment of the GA6.0 configuration.
UM code Atmosphere/land-only climate Coupled climate Seasonal NWP case study suite Coupled
base forecast NWP
N96 N216 N512 N96 N216 N512 N216 N216 N320 N512 N768 N1280 N216
vn8.4 mi-aa410
vn8.5 antia antib anrid anqjm anqjn sjmla
antic antid
vn8.6 antie antif anqjo anqjp answg sjmlc mi-aa766
vn9.0 mi-ab892 mi-ac819 mi-ab932 mi-ab884 mi-ab094
vn9.1 mi-ac422 mi-ac812 mi-ac334 mi-ac458 mi-ab968
vn9.2 mi-ad191 mi-ad195 mi-ac659 mi-af244 mi-ad196
vn10.0 mi-ae801 mi-ad455 mi-ae205 mi-ae950
vn10.1 mi-ae821 mi-ae574 mi-ae832 mi-af218 mi-ag915 mi-af090
vn10.2 mi-ag338 mi-ag372 mi-ah262 mi-ag949 mi-ah023 mi-ah073 mi-ag343
vn10.3 u-aa894 u-ab069 mi-aj140 mi-aj424 mi-aj108 mi-aj017 mi-aj109 mi-aj110 mi-aj113
ing a wide basket of metrics and measures. There were sev-
eral instances of problems and issues identified in one sys-
tem, that when addressed, improved the performance of an-
other. This meant that the amount of testing that had gone
into the configuration as a whole by the time it was imple-
mented was greater than has happened with previous up-
grades of a similar size. Whilst Sect. 4 shows that there are
still a small number of differences between our “trunk” GA
configuration and what has been implemented for global op-
erational NWP, the number of these differences has been re-
duced and those that remain highlight areas where further
improvements are required in either the formulation or our
understanding and implementation of the model’s parametri-
sations, which otherwise may not have been exposed.
Over the past 2 years, GA6/GL6 has been implemented
across a wide number of systems and timescales, as illus-
trated in Table 5. This list is not comprehensive as it does
not include implementations and use by collaborating na-
tional meteorological centres and academic institutions or
non-operational Met Office systems such as our regional re-
analysis or our weakly coupled data assimilation/global cou-
pled forecast demonstration system. It also includes our first
GA implementation in a limited-area modelling system. This
reflects the fact that the “Global Atmosphere” configuration
is now the recommended science configuration for all UM
systems using parametrised convection, including limited-
area models with grid-spacing1x ≥ 10 km. In contrast, “Re-
gional Atmosphere” configuration development will focus
primarily on convection-permitting models with 1x ≤ 4 km.
Since the freeze of GA6/GL6, our model development
work has focused on further improving physical parametrisa-
tions to address known biases in the model and the inclusion
of new functionality required for climate simulations con-
tributing to the 6th Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP6, Eyring et al., 2016). This will culminate in the
freeze of the Global Atmosphere 7.0 and Global Land 7.0
(GA7.0/GL7.0) configurations, which will be documented in
due course. In addition to being used to further upgrade our
operational systems, GA7.0/GL7.0, as part of Global Cou-
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Table 7. Identifiers for a set of GA6.1/GL6.1 reference simulations across a number of UM code versions and systems/applications. Identifiers
follow the same conventions outlined in Table 6. Suites with identifiers marked with a ∗ also include the fixes to the model orography and
reduced solver tolerance discussed in Sect. 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
UM code base NWP case study suite NWP data assimilation trials
N320 N1024 N1280 N320 N512 N768 N1280
vn8.5 sjmlb sjhnm sjhnksjhnn sjhnl
vn8.6 mi-aa736
vn9.1 mi-ab974
vn9.2 mi-ad463
vn10.3 mi-aj025
vn10.4 u-ae489∗ u-af145∗ u-ag431
∗ u-af326∗
u-ah333∗ u-ah443∗
pled 3.0 (GC3.0), will form the physical basis of the UK’s
next Earth system model (UKESM1).
Code availability. Intellectual property. Due to intellectual prop-
erty right restrictions, we cannot provide either the source code or
documentation papers for the UM or JULES. The Supplement to
this paper does include a set of Fortran namelists that define the
configurations in the atmosphere/land-only climate simulations at
N96 resolution as well as changes that should be made to use the
configurations in different systems and at different horizontal reso-
lutions.
Obtaining the UM. The Met Office Unified Model is available
for use under licence. A number of research organisations and
national meteorological services use the UM in collaboration
with the Met Office to undertake basic atmospheric process re-
search, produce forecasts, develop the UM code and build and
evaluate Earth system models. For further information on how
to apply for a licence see http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/
modelling-systems/unified-model.
Obtaining JULES. JULES is available under licence free of
charge. For further information on how to gain permission
to use JULES for research purposes see https://jules.jchmr.org/
software-and-documentation.
Details of the simulations performed. The infrastructure for build-
ing and running UM/JULES simulations has recently migrated from
a Graphical User Interface built with Tkl/Tk (https://tcl.tk/about/) to
suites developed using the Rose suite engine (http://metomi.github.
io/rose/doc/rose.html) and scheduled using the cylc workflow en-
gine (https://cylc.github.io/cylc/). Both Rose and cylc are available
under v3 of the GNU General Public License (GPL). In this frame-
work, the suite contains the information required to extract and
build the code as well as configure and run the simulations. Each
suite is labelled with a unique identifier and is held in the same re-
vision controlled repository service in which we hold and develop
the model’s code base. This means that at the latest code versions,
these suites are available to any licenced user of both the UM and
JULES. We document a set of reference GA6/GL6-based simula-
tions in Tables 6 and 7.
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Appendix A: Breakdown of changes between
GA5.0/GL5.0 and GA6.0/GL6.0
Here, we outline which of the changes discussed in Sect. 3
were introduced in GA5.0/GL5.0 and which were introduced
in GA6.0/GL6.0.
A1 Changes introduced in GA5.0/GL5.0
– GA #10: implement the 5A gravity wave-drag scheme;
– GA #18: implementation of the ENDGame dynamical
core;
– GA #32: connect autoconversion droplet number to
aerosol climatologies;
– GA #43: use mixed-phase cloud amount prognostic;
– GA #49: a series of safety tests to improve convection;
– GA #63: minor revision to current CLASSIC aerosol
dry deposition scheme;
– GA #65: use a consistent droplet number for the first
and second indirect effects;
– GA #70: reduce the full radiation time step to 1 h;
– GA #74: increase entrainment rate to a multiple of GA3
profile;
– GA #75: revert slow physics to using specific humidity;
– GA #78: consistent use of volume averaging in grid
transformations;
– GA #96: update land albedo climatology;
– GL #8: improved treatment of the surface albedo;
– GL #32: increase roughness lengths over sea ice to
GA3.1 values.
A2 Changes introduced in GA6.0/GL6.0
– GA #93: address bug in the ENDGame theta source
term;
– GA #94: include conserved dry mass in calculating den-
sity within the aerosol scheme;
– GA #106: hermite cubic interpolation in the vertical for
semi-Lagrangian advection of theta;
– GA #124: tune the non-orographic gravity wave-drag
scheme;
– GA #126: update to ENDGame dry-mass fixer.
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